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     PRESENTACIÓN 

 

El idioma inglés,  a nivel académico, se ha convertido en la lengua más 

importante alrededor del mundo, por esta razón en los  artículos científicos 

encontramos una parte llamada abstract que es el resumen de todo el proyecto 

de investigación escrito en la lengua inglesa. Asimismo, la mayoría de los 

trabajos académicos están escritos en inglés o son traducidos al inglés.  

En los últimos años, las universidades en Perú han visto la necesidad  de 

hacerse notar dentro del contexto latinoamericano y mundial. En consecuencia, 

la producción de textos, libros o artículos científicos son parte del desarrollo 

intelectual tanto de docentes como de estudiantes. Se requiere de una 

investigación seria, entonces para iniciar con la investigación es obra 

fundamental la lectura y la mayoría de la producción académica y/o científica 

está escrita en el idioma inglés. Por tanto, el aprendizaje de esta lengua es 

fundamental para leer y comprender diversos temas según nuestro interés. 

De esa manera surge la producción del texto académico Let’s learn English, nivel 

intermedio. El objetivo principal es el aprendizaje del vocabulario, gramática, 

sintaxis y fonética para que el estudiante sea capaz de comprender un texto y 

de producirlo a nivel oral y escrito en el idioma inglés.  

Let’s learn English, nivel intermedio contiene seis unidades, cada unidad tiene dos 

lecciones con sus respectivas actividades.  Cada lección contiene vocabulario, 

diálogos, gramática, lectura y ejemplos. En cuanto a la práctica, el texto contiene 

actividades de gramática, vocabulario, comprensión y producción de textos.    

Let’s learn English, nivel intermedio, concluye con los anexos, la bibliografía, y 

webgrafía  respectivamente.  
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LESSON 1 

PRESENT TENSE 
 

VOCABULARY MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

Listen and repeat. 

 

GROUP WORK. Practice the following conversation.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PERCUSSION 
INSTRUMENTS 

WIND INSTRUMENTS  STRING INSTRUMENTS  

keyboard bugle  harp 

drum flute  fiddle 

drums trumpet  guitar 

   cymbals  clarinet  bass guitar 

 

 

Students will be 

able to express 

their routines, 

schedules and real 

life using the 

Present Simple 

mixing with Present 

Continuous. 

 

Students will be 

able to use and 

difference 

personal pronouns 

and object 

pronouns. 

 

Students are going 

to learn some 

vocabulary about 

musical 

instruments.  

 

 
 

 
OBJECTIVES 

Karina:  Hello guys! What are you doing? 

David:               We are playing some instruments. I’m playing the    

drums.  

César:   I’m playing the harp. 

Karina:  That’s awesome! I want to play an instrument, too. 

David:  Really? Because we want to create a band. Would you 

like to join us? 

Karina:  Yes, I would. However I can’t play any instruments. 

César:  That’s not a problem.  What kind of instruments would 

you be interested in?  

Karina:  Let me see. I like string instruments like the guitar, for 

example.  

David:   Good! So, we have to practice. 

César:  We can teach you if you want. We always practice on 

weekends.  

Karina:  Great! What time do you usually meet on weekends? 

David:  On Saturdays we often meet at 4:00 o´clock and on 

Sundays at 6:00 p.m. 

Karina:  Ok. I’ll be there. 
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GRAMMAR (1) SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE VS PRESENT CONTINUOUS 

 SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE PRESENT CONTINUOUS 

RULE 1 

It is used when you talk about routines 
or habits. 
 
Examples. 
Affirmative sentences 
 On Monday I do my homework from 

5.00 until 7.00. 
 At 8.00 o ‘clock in the morning she has 

breakfast with her relatives.  
Negative sentences 
 In summer we don’t travel to Chiclayo. 
 Juan doesn’t play the flute. 
Questions  
 Do you go to the movies? 

Yes, I do. 
No, I don’t. 

 Does she work on Mondays? 
Yes, she does. 
No, she doesn’t.  

 

It is used when you do an action at the 
moment. 
  
Examples. 
Affirmative sentences 
 I’m doing my homework right now. 
 Manuel is having breakfast with his 

girlfriend now.  
Negative sentences 
 They aren’t running on the Independence 

avenue. 
 Kathy isn’t playing volleyball in the college. 

Questions 
 Are you listening to the professor? 

Yes, I am. 
No, I’m not. 

 Is your aunt writing in her notebook? 
Yes, she is. 
No, she isn’t.  

    RULE2 

It is used for fixed arrangements. 
Examples. 
 I arrive tomorrow. 
 The Peruvian Independence Day begins 

on the 28th July.  
 

 It is used for future arrangements. 
Examples.  
 I’m travelling to Lima tomorrow. 
 She’s cooking the meal tonight. 

    RULE 3 

It is used for describing routines with 
adverbs of frequency: Always, usually, 
often, sometimes, seldom, hardly ever, 
never.  
Examples. 
Affirmative sentences 
 We always write poems. 
 She´s often easygoing. 

Negative sentences 
 I don’t usually search information in 

Spanish language. 
Questions  
 Do you ever go the zoo in Arequipa? 

         Yes, sometimes I do. 
         No, I never go to the zoo. 
 Does she ever travel to Nazca? 

         Yes, she usually travels to Nazca in   
spring. 

         No, she never does.  
 What do you usually do in summer? 

         I always go to Mejia beach. 

 It is used to emphasize the frequency during 
the action.  
 
Examples. 
These children are always playing on the street. 
That man is often reading some magazines.  
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PRACTICE (1). Complete the sentences with the verbs in brackets in Simple Present or 
Present Continuous. 
 
1. The professor quite always____________ (teach) English, but today he 

________________ (teach) Communication.   
2. In summer I usually ______ (go) to the beach with my relatives, but I 

________________ (travel) with my folks now.  
3. While you ________________ (watch) TV. I __________________ (do) my homework.  
4. I´m going to talk about my nephew. He __________________ (be, always) at home. He 

_____________ (get up) late. Sometimes he _____________ (prepare) his own 
breakfast. At noon, my aunt ___________ (cook) the meal but he ________________      
(not help) her because he _______ (be) lazy. Then he ___________ (sit) on the couch. 
While he _______________ (eat) his food, he _________ (watch) TV. In the afternoon, 
he _____________ (take a nap) and in the evening, he ___________ (use) the computer 
because he ____________ (like) chatting with his friends on Facebook.  

5. I sometimes ____________ (wake up) very late, but today I have to ______ (go) to the 
airport, so I ________________ (have breakfast) quickly. 

6. She’s _______________ (travel) to Piura tonight. So, she ________ (need) to buy a new 
suitcase.  

 
PRACTICE (2). Write questions for the following answers. Use SIMPLE PRESENT or PRESENT 
CONTINUOUS. 
 
1. _________________________________________________________________? 

Yes, I do. I like to study my professional career. 
2. _________________________________________________________________? 

No, I’m not. I’m working out alone. 
3. _________________________________________________________________? 

My sister’s playing the keyboard. 
4. _________________________________________________________________? 

I save money approximately a hundred soles per month. 
5. _________________________________________________________________? 

Yes, they do. They miss him a lot. 
6. _________________________________________________________________? 

I want to eat fast food. 
7. _________________________________________________________________? 

My grandmother prefers some tea.  
8. _________________________________________________________________? 

My puppy’s chasing its tail. It’s funny. 
9. _________________________________________________________________? 

No, we aren’t. We are watering the flowers instead cutting them.  
10. _________________________________________________________________? 

We’re building a new house for homeless people.  
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PRACTICE (3). Answer the questions bellow. 
 
1. What are you doing right now? 

_________________________________________________________________. 
2. What kind of films do you usually watch when you go to the movies? 

_________________________________________________________________. 
3. Do you always study English? 

_________________________________________________________________. 
4. Where do you normally go on your holidays? 

_________________________________________________________________. 
5. What are you eating tonight? 

_________________________________________________________________. 
 
PRACTICE (4). Now, ask a partner the questions above and fill in the chart.  

 

N° ANSWERS 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

 

GRAMMAR (2) DIRECT OBJECT PRONOUNS 

 

Subject pronouns Object pronouns 

I Me 

You You 

He Him 

She Her 

It It 

We Us 

They Them 
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Examples. 

 

SINGULAR 

Affirmative sentences Negative sentences Questions 

I like the food in Arequipa. 

I like it in Arequipa, so much.  

I don’t like injustice. 

I don’t like it.  

Do you like the food in 

Arequipa? 

Yes, I like it so much. It’s 

delicious.  

You love Juan. 

You love him. 

You don’t love Juan. 

You don’t love him. 

Do you love Juan? 

Yes, I love him a lot. 

No, I don’t love him. Sorry. 

He likes Kelly. 

He likes her. 

He doesn’t like Kelly. 

He doesn’t like her.  

Does he like Kelly? 

Yes, he likes her. 

No, he doesn’t like her at all.  

PLURAL 

Affirmative sentences Negative sentences Questions 

 I like to eat vegetables. 

I like to eat them. 

I don’t like to read magazines. 

I don’t like to read them.  

Do you like to eat bananas? 

Yes, I really like them. 

No, I don’t like them.  

She loves her children. 

She loves them. 

She doesn’t like those people. 

She doesn’t like them.  

 

Does she love her neighbors? 

Yes, she loves them. 

No, she doesn’t love them.  

 

PRACTICE (5). Complete the sentences with Direct Object Pronouns. 
 

1. Juan Carlos needs his cell phone, but he doesn’t find ___. He needs to call his girlfriend 
and if he doesn’t call _____. She’s getting angry.  

2. A black spider is in the corner of my bedroom. I have to kill ____. If I don’t do ___. It’s 
going to bite ____.  

3. They need some glasses, so they have to buy ______.  
4. I’m drinking some hot tea, I usually drink ____ with sugar. 
5. I have to buy some chocolates for my mom. She likes _____ a lot.  
6. Why do you learn English? I learn ___ because I think it’s important for my professional 

career.  
7. Yesterday I called ______ but he didn’t answer.  
8. Our professors teach _____ that human being has to be very spiritual.  
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ACTIVITIES 

 
VOCABULARY 
 

 

1. Look at the pictures and write the correct names of the different musical 

instruments. 
 

 

 

 
_______________________ 

 
 

 
_______________________ 

 
 

 
_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 

_______________________ 
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GRAMMAR 
 

1. Complete the conversation between these Teachers of English. (object pronouns) 
 
Charlotte: Mily. Why were you talking with that man? Do you know (a)___________ ? 
Mily: Yes, he is my friend and I gave (b) _______ some money. He crashed his car 

last week and Alan wants to repair (c)__________. 
Charlotte: Do you know how the accident happened? 
Mily:  Alan told me that he was going out of a Concert. It was at the Paraninfo and 

his wife call (d) _________. When he was driving along La Marina Avenue, he 
didn’t notice a car was coming apposite and crushed (e) ____________. 

Charlotte:  Oh what a pity! 
 
 

2. Complete the conversation between a civil Engineering student and his professor. 
(Object pronouns) 

 
CES:  Teacher today we have a football championship in your schedule. 
Teacher: Really? But do not forget that today I am going to take __________ an exam. 
CES:  Teacher, my classmates want to ask __________ to postpone the exam  
Teacher:  The director told ____________ that the exams can’t be postpone, but I can 

come in the afternoon. Tell ___________ that the exam will be at 5 o’clock. 
CES: Thanks teacher I am going to tell ___________ right now. 
Teacher: See you in the afternoon. 
 

WRITING 
 

1. What pictures or posters do you have on the wall in your bedroom, kitchen, living 
room, and bathroom or on the cover of your notebook? Can you describe it? Where is 
it? (Use present simple and present continuous) 
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2. Which of these paintings do you prefer? Why? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paintings of: Alan D. Lazo de la Vega Ramos 
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LESSON 2 

COMPARATIVES AND 
SUPERLATIVES 

 

VOCABULARY ADJECTIVES 
WORK IN PAIRS. What´s the opposite of? 

APPEARANCE  SPIRITUAL 

big  cute  

beautiful  funny  

wide  afraid  

handsome  clever  

hot  joyful  

large  humble  

long  shy  

pretty  skillful  

strong  lazy  

skinny  easygoing  

 

PAIR WORK. Practice the following conversation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students will be 

able to use 

adjectives to 

compare and 

maximize nouns. 

 

Students will be 

able to difference 

the use of 

adjectives with ED 

and ING. 

 

Students will be 

able to write a text 

using some 

expressing effect 

connectors. 

 

Students are going 

to learn some 

vocabulary about 

adjectives.  
 

 
OBJECTIVES 

Carlos:    Hello Milagros. When did you come back from Colca Canyon? 

Milagros:  I came back yesterday. 

Carlos:  Why didn’t you call me? Hahaha… It’s a joke. So tell me. 

What’s Colca Canyon like? 

Milagros:  It’s amazing. The canyon is huge, by the way it’s the deepest 

canyon in the world world and the   view is terrific. 

Carlos:   I think Cotahuasi Canyon is deeper than Colca Canyon.  

Milagros:  Yes, you are right! So I was into the second deepest canyon 

worldwide.  

Carlos:   Yes, you were. So, tell me more. What are the people like? 

Milagros:   People are really humble and fantastic. My experience there 

was perfect. I have no regrets.  

Carlos:   Good to know! Who did you travel with? 

Milagros:  I traveled with my best friend Carlota. 

Carlos:   Awesome! Did you take any pictures? 

Milagros:  Of course! Would you like to see them? 

Carlos:   Yes, I would. Next time I’ll have to go there.  

Milagros:  I recommend it to you!  
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GRAMMAR (1) COMPARATIVES AND SUPERLATIVES 
 
SPELLING RULES 
 

ADJECTIVES COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE 
ONE SYLLABLE 

clean 
cute  
fast  
long 
big 
hot 
tall 
fat  
sad 

cleaner 
cuter  
faster 
longer 
bigger 
hotter 
taller 
fatter 

sadder 

the cleanest 
the cutest  
the fastest  
the longest 
the biggest 
the hottest 
the tallest 
the fattest 

the saddest 

TWO SYLLABLES 

busy 
happy 
fancy 
funny 
heavy 
pretty 

busier 
happier 
fancier 
funnier 
heavier 
prettier 

the busiest 
the happiest 
the fanciest 
the funniest 
the heaviest 
the prettiest 

THREE OR MORE SYLLABLES 

beautiful 
expensive 
intelligent 
interesting 

more beautiful 
more expensive 
more intelligent 
more interesting 

the most beautiful 
the most expensive 
the most intelligent 
the most interesting 

IRREGULAR 

Bad 
good 

far 
much 

worse 
better 
further 
more 

the worst 
the best 

the furthest 
the most 

 
COMPARATIVE 
 
Examples. 
 

1. Arequipa city  is bigger than Cuzco city. 
2. Colca Canyon is deeper than Colorado Canyon. 
3. Camana is hotter than Arequipa in summer. 
4. Some souvenirs in Aguas Calientes are more expensive than souvenirs in Cuzco. 
5. Allison is happier than Maria.  
6. The Orinoco river isn’t larger than the Amazon river. 
7. Her professional career isn’t  more interesting than mine.  
8. Working in a mine isn’t funnier than working in the city.  
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PRACTICE (1). Your turn. Compare some people, places and things. Use the following 
adjectives. 
 

long fast Boring high cheap bad 

 

Affirmative sentences 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Negative sentences 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 
SUPERLATIVE 
 
Examples. 
 

1. Unsa is the largest university in Arequipa. 
2. Slinky is the smallest student in the class. 
3. This book has the most interesting exercises to learn English. 
4. Peru isn’t the biggest country in South America. 
5. Alpaca sweaters are the most expensive clothes in Peru.  
6. Corruption in Peru is the worst problem that we have seen so far.  
7. Politians in Peru aren’t the best people. 
8. César and Fernando aren’t the funniest clowns of this place.  

 
PRACTICE (2). Your turn. Create sentences in superlative form, write dawn about some 
people, places and things. Use the following adjectives. 
 

fancy heavy Interesting slow expensive good 

 

Affirmative sentences 

1 

2 

3 
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4 

5 

Negative sentences 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 

GRAMMAR (2) ADJECTIVES ED/ING 
 
Look at the chart. 
 

-ED -ING 

Describe how somebody feel 
Temporary  

Describe  characteristics of people, things or 
different situations 

Bored boring 

Amused amusing 

Annoyed annoying 

Disappointed disappointing 

Inspired inspiring  

Excited exciting 

Frightened frightening 

Interested interesting 

Overwhelmed overwhelming 

Tired tiring 

 
Examples. 
 

1. I’m bored now because this concert is boring.  
2. My colleague is always amused.  She watches amusing programs.  
3. My mom is sometimes annoyed. She can’t tolerate the annoying traffic.  
4. You are disappointed because you got a disappointing grade.  
5. They were inspired last year because your presentation was inspiring.  
6. I’m so excited today. I just want to learn more about the exciting history of Arequipa.  
7. We aren’t frightened today despite yesterday we watched a frightening film.  
8. He’s interested by searching more information about his career. It’s interesting.  
9. I’m overwhelmed because in my country we can notice an overwhelming corruption.  
10. I don’t feel tired today. My class was too long but it wasn’t tiring.  
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PRACTICE (3). Create 5 more sentences using the ED/ING adjectives. 
 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 

WRITING TIME EXPRESSING EFFECT CONNECTORS  

 
Look at punctuation.  
 
 
CONNECTOR EXAMPLES  

SO 

It is used with adjectives to emphasize it. 
 Your puppy is so cute. 
 My parents are so proud of me because I got my degree. 
 I love her so much. 

As a connector. 
 I’ve got a scholarship, so I’m travelling to England soon. 
 Gladys Tejeda won the golden medal in the Pan Americam Games, Lima 

2019, so Peruvian people are so proud of her. 
 

THEREFORE 

 Peruvian people say that Juan Diego Flores is one of the best tenors 
worldwide. Therefore, I’m going to listen to his music.  

 
 Peruvian people say that Juan Diego Flores is one of the best tenors 

worldwide; therefore, I’m going to listen to his music.  
 

 Peruvian people say that Juan Diego Flores is one of the best tenors 
worldwide, and therefore, I’m going to listen his music. 
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ACTIVITIES 

 

GRAMMAR 
 

1. Complete the pairs of sentences below with the pairs of adjectives in the box. 
 

Annoyed / annoying       bored / boring      confused / confusing      
depressed / depressing      frustrated / frustrating         surprised / surprising       

terrified / terrifying         worried / worrying 

 
1a Sorry teacher Alan, can you explain that again? I’m still a bit _________________ 

about it. 
1b I find listening and understanding English is really _________________ especially 

when you have to complete the text. 
 
2a He’s got this really _________________ habit of tapping his foot all the time! 
2b I’m a bit _________________ that he didn’t send me a text message! He promised he 

would! 
 
3a I wish it would stop raining! This weather is really _________________. 
3b His girlfriend left him one month ago, and he’s been really _________________ since 

then. 
 
4a That series was really _________________ I jumped out of my seat about five times! 
4b Sorry, but I can’t look down. I’m absolutely _________________ of heights! 
 
5a The class was so _________________ that I fell asleep in the middle of it! 
5b Teacher Milagros we are really _________________ with this! Can’t we do something 

different, please? 
 
 

2. Match the adjectives 1-4 to the groups of nouns they collocate with a-d. 
 

1 annoying  a lesson / magazine / person / job / TV program 
2 boring    b day / job / weekend / situation 
3 disappointing  c habit / person / noise 
4 stressful  d response / news / result / game  
5 confusing   e question / instructions / directions / plot  
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READING COMPREHENSION 

 

1. Read the following conversation and answer the questions bellow.  
 

A MEETING IN THE STREET 
 
Augusto:  Elmer. Where are you going? Why are you in a hurry? 
 
Elmer:     Hi, Augusto. I am going to my music class I’m really excited because we are         

training for a concert we are performing this following weekend. 
 
Augusto:   I didn’t know you study music. Where do you study it? 
 
Elmer:       Well, Augusto I study music at San Agustin University. At the beginning it was  

difficult to make my mind but I am pleased playing different musical instruments this 
is the best decision I have made in my whole life. 

 
Augusto:   Congratulations Elmer this is absolutely important to do what we really want in life, 

nobody should decide for us. 
 
Elmer:       I agree with you. Tell me Augusto. What do you do for a living? 
 
Augusto:   To be honest Elmer my greatest dream was to study at San Agustin University as well, 

but my father got a job in Lima and we had to leave Arequipa and I study sociology at 
San Marcos University, this is the oldest university in America. 

 
Elmer:     Yeah!! I know San Marcos University is older than San Agustin but San Agustin has 

improved a lot, it is more modern, cleaner and has all the facilities. You should visit it 
while you are in Arequipa, everything is more fascinating and you will feel amazed.  

 
Augusto:   Why don’t we go right now? I have time until next Monday because I am going back 

to Lima I am here on holidays. 
 
Elmer:       If you are staying here until Monday you can come to the concert performing on 

Saturday night at 7 pm. This is free and this is going to be at Santa Catalina 
Monastery paintings gallery the acoustic there is unique.  

 
Augusto:    I will definitely be there, once I visited that monastery and it was one of the most 

unforgettable experience of my life.  
 
Elmer:      Ok. Augusto. See you on Saturday at 7.00 p.m. after that we can go to have 

something to drink. 
 
Augusto:     That’s an excellent idea. See you there, bye. 
 
1. Why is Elmer in a hurry? 

______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________. 
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2. What professional career is Elmer studying?  
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________. 

3. Does he like his professional career? Why? 
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________. 

4. Why doesn’t Augusto study at San Agustin University? 
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________. 

5. According to the dialogue. What is San Agustin University like nowadays?  
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________. 

6. What plans do they have on weekend?  
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________. 

 

WRITING 
 

1. Write a short composition comparing one of the sets of items below. Use so, 
therefore. 

 
a) Mall  Aventura and Parque Lambramani 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
b) You and your parents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
c) Your teacher from school and your parents 
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d) San Marcos University and San Agustin university 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
e) Peruvian  and Chilean economy 
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LESSON 3 

QUANTIFIERS 
 
 

VOCABULARY CONTAINERS, QUANTITIES AND SHAPES 
Listen and repeat. 

CONTAINERS QUANTITIES SHAPES 

cup Mug a liter of triangle 

jar Jug a dozen of circle 

can bottle a piece of rectangle 

packet carton a slice of square 

bag Tube a pair of line 

pack Box a kilo of cube 

 

 

PAIR WORK. Practice the following conversation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students will be 

able to use 

quantifiers with 

countable and 

uncountable 

nouns.  

 

Students are going 

to learn some 

vocabulary about 

containers, 

quantities and 

shapes. 

 
 

 
OBJECTIVES 

 

Esteban:  What are we going to cook for lunch? 
Ivone:  I want to eat a Peruvian dish. So, we can cook Lomo 

Saltado.  
Esteban: Oh! That sounds delicious!  Let’s do the market list. 
Ivone:  Oh right! Give me a piece of paper and a pen. 
Esteban:  Here you are! So, I think we have to buy some 

tomatoes and potatoes, a kilo of meat, a kilo of rice… 
what else? 

Ivone:  We also have to buy onions, garlic, and a liter of oil, 
salt and pepper.  

Esteban:  Perfect! I’ve got it. 
Ivone: Mmm… I almost forget. I have to bake a cake as well.  
Esteban: Wonderful! A dessert for dinner!  
Ivone:  Of course!  
Esteban: What do we need? 
Ivone: We need a kilo of sugar, a dozen of eggs, a pack of 

flour, a carton of milk, and the most important a bar of 
chocolate. 

Esteban: Great! Where are we going to buy all the ingredients? 
Ivone: Let’s go to Mall Aventura. I think the prices there are 

cheaper. 
Esteban: Let’s go! 
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GRAMMAR (1) COUNTABLE NOUNS  
 
Countable nouns refer things that we can count using numbers.  
Countable nouns use the following quantifiers. 

- Some, any, a lot of, lots of, enough, many, (a) few. 
 

Look at the examples. 

 

 
PRACTICE (1). Circle the one alternative in the following sentences which is NOT possible. 

 

1.  Would you like ____________  water? 
          a) some  b) a little c) a 
2.  They had ____________ bad news the other day. 
 a) some b) any  c) a  
3.  I tried _____________ shorts, but they didn’t suit me as I wanted. 
 a) a  b) some c) a pair of 
4.  My professor gave me _____________ good advice about the exam. 
 a) some b) a piece of c) many 
5.  ___________ San Agustin university students came to the festival. 
 a) many b) some c) any 
6.  Would you like ____________ toast? 
 a) any  b) some c) another 
7.  ____________helicopter crashed into a mountain. 
 a) the   b) some c) a 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

Affirmative 

There’s a table in the class. 

There’s a mouse in the drawer.  

There are two tables in the class. 

There are some mice in the drawer.  

Negative 

There isn’t a jar in the cabinet. 

There isn’t a box on the platter. 

There aren’t any cups in the sink. 

There aren’t any bottles into the box. 

Question 

Is there a policeman on the corner? 
Yes, there is. 

No, there isn’t. 

Are there any butcher shops in this town? 
Yes, there are. 

No, there aren’t. 

How many people are there in your city? 

There are two millions. 
There are many. 
There are a lot. 
There are a few. 
There aren’t any. 
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8.  Gabriela  hasn’t brought ____________ luggage with her. 
 a) much  b) a  c) any 
9. I would like ____________ information about your course. 
 a) some  b) a bit of  c) many 
10.  University professor need __________ more time to check examinations. 
 a) an  b) some c) a 
 

 

GRAMMAR (2) UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS  
 
Uncountable nouns refer things that we can’t count.  
Uncountable nouns use the following quantifiers. 

- Some, any, a lot of, lots of, enough, much, a bit of, a little.  
 

Look at the examples. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

Affirmative 

There’s a coffee. 

There’s a cup of coffee on the table.✓ 

I bought a sugar. 

I bought a bag of sugar. ✓ 

There is some coffee.✓ 

There are two cups of coffee on the table.✓ 

I bought some sugar.✓ 

I bought two bags of sugar.✓  

Negative 

There isn’t a water. 

There isn’t a bottle of water.✓ 

I don’t want to drink a milk. 

I don’t want to drink a glass of milk.✓ 

There isn’t any water.✓ 

There aren’t any bottles of water.✓ 

I don’t want to drink any milk.✓ 

I don’t want to drink two glasses of milk.✓ 

Question 

How much rice do you need? 

I need a lot. 
I need some. 
I need a little. 

I don’t need any. 
I don’t need much.  
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PRACTICE (2). Fill in the blanks with much, many or a lot of. In some cases, more than one 
answer is possible. 
 

1. In the summer in Arequipa, there’s _________________ rain. 
2. Children usually drink _________________ milk.  
3. _________________ people from Arequipa have an unhealthy diet. 
4. I drink coffee only twice a month. I don’t drink _________________ coffee 
5. In Mall Aventura Porongoche there are _________________ places that sell fast 

food. 
6. It’s important to drink _________________ water. 
7. How _________________ glasses of wine have you drunk today? 
8. How _________________ fruit did you eat yesterday? 
9. Do you know how _________________ Cholesterol is there in a bar of chocolate? 
10. It isn’t good to eat _________________ bread, you can get overweight. 

 

PRACTICE (3). This is a conversation between a waitress (W) and a customer (C). Fill in the 
blanks with an appropriate quantity word. (In some cases more than one answer is 
possible) 

 
Arequipeña Tradition restaurant  

 
W: Would you like _________________ Cappuccino, sir? 
C: Yes, and please bring me _________________ extra cream too. I don’t need 

_________________ sugar. And I’d like a _________________ of tea, too. Please. 
 
A few minutes later: 
 
W: Are you ready to order, sir? 
C: Yes. I’d like adobo with _________________ bread.  
W:  Do you want anything else? 
C:  Yes, my wife wants _________________ vegetable turret with _________________ 

rice. 
W: Does she want anything to drink? 
C: Yes, she likes _________________ of chicha de jora. 
 
After the customer is finished eating: 
 
W: Would you like _________________ Dessert? 
C:  Yes, I’d like _________________ queso helado and _________________ picarones. 
 
After the customer eats dessert:  
 
W: Would you like anything else? 
C: Just the check. I don’t have _________________ cash with me. Can I pay by credit 

card? 
W:  Of course. 
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ACTIVITIES 

 
VOCABULARY 
 

 

1. Look at the pictures and write the correct names of the different containers. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 
 

_______________________ 

 
_______________________ 

 
_______________________ 

 
 

_______________________ 
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GRAMMAR 
 

1. Put in  A / AN / SOME /  ANY 
 
a. Students  read _________ new book and listen to ______________ audio at the same time. 

b. Raul doesn’t have ____________ money but he needs to get ____________ water, he’s thirsty. 

c. Let’s open ____________ window to get ____________ fresh air, this is so hot. 

d. I don’t normally eat much for breakfast, only __________ banana and ____________ bread with 

butter. 

e. They live in ___________ large flat and there is also _________nice garden with _________ kind 

flowers. 

f. There isn’t ____________ meat to make lomo saltado but there is ____________ chicken. 

g. He doesn’t have ____________good  idea at the moment because he has .___________ exam 

tomorrow. 

h. Some people think there hasn’t been ___________ honest president latetly. 

i. _________ café is ________ place where you can have ___________ delicious coffee. 

j. __________ universities in Peru have got the license to continue teaching . 

 
2. Add   A  /  AN  /  SOME  to the following list. 

 
a.  house k.  university 

b.  museums l.  hour 

c.  apartament m.  art gallery 

d.  churches n.  building 

e.  elevator o.  offices 

f.  tunnels p.  island 

g.  taxis q.  airport 

h.  condominium r.  headache 

i.  shopping mal s.  umbrellas 

j.  chairs t.  used car 

 
3. Complete the following questions with  HOW MUCH OR HOW MANY. 

 
a. __________________________  meat do I have to buy? 

b. __________________________  strawberries do we have to make juice ?  

c. __________________________  pisco do we need for the cocktail? 

d. __________________________  butter and bread should I buy? 

e. __________________________  bags of detergent should we get? 

f. __________________________  sugar and peanuts do you need for that recipe? 

g. __________________________  coffee do you drink every day? 

h. __________________________  cups of tea do you normally drink? 

i. __________________________  books have you read lately? 
j. __________________________  very good friends have you got? 
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WRITING 
 

1. Most American stores sell products in containers: bags, jars, cans, and others. Write a 
paragraph about how stores in Arequipa sell their products.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2. Americans have some of these food for breakfast: cereal and milk, toast, butter or 

jelly, orange juice, eggs, bacon, coffee. Describe a typical breakfast for you using 
countable and uncountable nouns with few, a few, much, many, little, a little, so 
many, so much, enough.  
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LESSON 4 

ADVERBS/PHRASAL VERBS 
 

VOCABULARY MATERIALS 
Listen and repeat. 

TEXTIL BUILDINGS METALS OTHERS 

cotton plastic gold oil 

leather wood silver clay 

silk brick bronze dust 

wool Cement cooper ash 

linen marble steel rubber 

thread  sand iron mud  

 

 

GROUP WORK. Practice the following conversation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students will be 

able to use 

adverbs of manner 

and degree. 

 

Students will get 

familiar with the 

use of phrasal 

verbs. 

 

Students will be 

able to write a text 

using some cause 

connectors. 

 

Students are going 

to learn some 

vocabulary about 

materials. 
 

 
OBJECTIVES 

Kathy:  Do you remember what materials we have to buy? 
Kelly:  I’m not really sure. Let me find out! 
Kathy:  Who are you going to speak to? 
Kelly:  Our classmate. Hold on! Hi, Peter, how are you?  
Peter: Hi! Who is this? 
Kelly: It’s Kelly, I sit behind you in our geological course.  
Peter:  What a surprise!  
Kelly:  I’m with Kathy and we were wondering if you could tell us what 

materials we should buy for geological class.  
Peter:  Actually we don’t have to buy materials. Our professor told us to 

find out about different kind of materials like gold, cement, rubber, 
iron, etc. I just bought a book. 

Kelly:  Really?  
Peter:  Of course.  
Kelly:  How much was it?  
Peter:  About S/ 120 soles.  
Kelly:  Oh my Gosh! It’s so much expensive. We can’t hold it. 
Peter:  I saw a similar book at the library. But If you can’t find it I can 

borrow mine. 
Kelly:  Ok. Thank you very much. Bye. 
Peter:  Bye-bye. 
Kathy:  So… what did he say? 
Kelly:  we only have to buy a book or go to the library.  
Kathy:  Maybe we can search that information on the Internet. It sounds 

more reasonable!  
Kelly:  You are right! Let’s go to the Internet. 
Kathy:  Perfect! 
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GRAMMAR (1) ADVERBS  
 

ADVERBS OF MANNERS 
 
Adverbs of manner answer the question HOW something happen. 
Adverbs of manner talk about a verb and adjectives qualify a noun. 
 

Rules to form adverbs. 
 

1. Adjectives adding the SUFFIX -LY Loud            loudly 
Careful        carefully 
Slow            slowly 
Serious        seriously 
Beautiful     beautifully 

Examples. 
Carmen is a beautiful singer. 
Carmen sings beautifully.  

2. Adjectives ending in Y = ily Happy          happily 
Easy             easily 
Angry           angrily 

Examples. 
She spoke angrily.  
He manipulate metals easily.  

3. Adjectives ending in LE=y Terrible       terribly 
Horrible       horribly 

Example. 
The victims suffered horribly.  

4. Irregular adverbs do not use LY Hard             hard 
Good            well 
Late              late 
Fast              fast 
High             high 

Examples. 
We all work out hard 
I dislike driving fast. 
I hate arriving late. 

 

 PRACTICE (1). Underline the correct words adjective or adverb.  

1. They stepped    confident /  confidently   in front of the classroom. 
2. The meeting at dinner time  was a    complete / completely   perfect moment. 
3. Students did    good  /  well  in their final English evaluation. 
4. After doing my final exposition on the computer I had an   awful  /  awfully  headache. 
5. The children behaved   bad  /  badly   during their best friend party. 
 

ADVERBS OF DEGREE 
 
It’s used to intensifier something. Normally, adverbs of degree go before the verb, adjective and the 
adverb. They are too, very, enough, quite, extremely, just, almost, really, absolutely, completely.  
 
Look at the chart. 
 

ADVERBS OF DEGREE EXAMPLE 

Too He´s jogging too quickly. (adverb) 

Very This journey is very amazing. (adverb) 

Enough A kilo of gold is wealth enough. (adverb) 

Quite That movie was quite boring. (adjective) 

Extremely That brick was extremely heavy. (adjective) 

Just He bought just a piece of diamond. (verb) 

Almost I’m almost free.  (verb) 
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PRACTICE (2). Complete the following sentences with the adverbs from the chart. 
 

Very extremely almost too just  

 

1. This menu is ______ delicious. 
2. The price for this jacket is __________ expensive. 
3. That lady speaks ________ loud. Somebody shout her.  
4. I’ve got _________ the best score.  
5. They _________ cut me in when I was explaining the topic.  
6. The winter in Peruvian Andes is ___________ cold.  
7. He _________ breaks me up.  
8. If you don’t know what the capital of Peru is, it’ll be ____________ awkward.  

 

PRACTICE (3). Make adverbs from the following adjectives. 
 

angry  sad  

lazy  serious  

quiet  slow  

 
1. Don’t make a noise, the baby is sleeping. She told us.  _________________ 
2. This is a very important lesson. The teacher said.   _________________ 
3. I don’t feel like doing anything. Teacher Milagros said.  _________________ 
4. I’m sorry teacher, but I didn’t bring my homework.  

My student said it.      _________________ 
5. Give me back my mobile phone. My brother shouted. _________________ 

 

GRAMMAR (2) PHRASAL VERBS  
 
Phrasal verbs are common verbs in English and they are formed with prepositions or adverbs. 
 

VERB+PREPOSITION VERB+ADVERB 

ask for ask about  

break in  break up  

call for  call down  

fill in  find out  

come in  come out 

cut in cut down  

draw in  draw away  

get on  get down  

go on  go away  

hold on  hold out  

look at  look after  

put in  put  away  

speak to  speak up  

try on  pass away  

turn on  turn out  
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Examples. 
 

1. Talk to your professor and ask him for permission.  
2. He asks about the political situation in our society.  
3. I’m sorry, I didn’t want to break in your speech. Go on, please. 
4. She’s broken up her relationship.  
5. Students call for a good teaching.  
6. For my exam, we have to find out more about the phrasal verbs. 
7. Sorry, I’m late. May I come in?  
8. Don’t cut down the trees. They give us oxygen.  
9. It’s important to draw in because we don’t have much budget.  
10. The nurse looks after the patients.  
11. Could you turn on the light, please? 
12.  I like that jacket. I’ll try it on.  

 
PRACTICE (4). Complete the sentences with the correct preposition or adverb. 
 

1. Some people cut _______ the trees from the jungle. 
2. I have sore eyes, please turn ________ the lights.  
3. Look ____ the examples and complete the sentences. 
4. She has to look _______ her children.  
5. The principal doesn’t want to speak ______ me. I don´t know why.  
6. I can’t hear you. Speak ___! 
7. The quiz is going to start, put your things _______!  
8. In 2008 Ima Sumac passed ________. She was the greatest Peruvian soprano.  
9. My girlfriend just broke _____ with me.  
10. Don’t forget to fill ____ the bottle. 

  

WRITING TIME CAUSE CONNECTORS  

 
Look at punctuation.  
 
CONNECTOR EXAMPLES  

BECAUSE  

It is used as a conjunction. 
 

 I don’t need much money because I think my salary is OK.  
 Because I was watching a Peruvian documentary, I forgot to call you. Sorry.  

 

BECAUSE OF 

It is used as a preposition. 
 

 Because of the Peruvian documentary, I forgot to call you. Sorry. 
 She arrived very late because of the traffic jam.  
 Because of your excellent grades, you got your degree and congrats.  
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ACTIVITIES 

 
VOCABULARY 
 

 

1. Look at the pictures and write the correct names of the different materials. 

 
 
 

 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 

_______________________ 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
_______________________ 

 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 
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GRAMMAR 
 

1. Underline the correct words adjective or adverb.  

 

a. Robert’s parents could finally understand why he didn’t have  normal   /  normally 
temperature. 

b. They walked  quick  / quickly  back to their home. 
c. The runners  could run free / freely around the park after the hurricane. 
d. Everyone is getting quite happy / happily. 
e. I’m pleased the plan worked so good / goodly / well. 

 

2. Decide if the underlined word is an adjective or an adverb. 

a. San Agustin university is really lovely.        _______________ 
b. I always try to arrive early.                           _______________   
c. Yola is a fast writer.                                       _______________ 
d. She said she had a silly behavior.                _______________ 
e. Students nearly fail their English exam.     _______________ 

 

3. Write a second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first. Use the words in 

brackets. 

      Jonathan was stupid.  (behaved) 

                                                    Jonathan behaved stupidly. 

a. The young woman was polite.  (spoke) 
________________________________________________________ 

b. Polly gave an angry shout  (shouted) 
________________________________________________________ 

c. The film’s ending is dramatic. (ends) 
________________________________________________________ 

d. The train was late. (arrived) 
_________________________________________________________ 

e. The students had a hard exam. (study) 
__________________________________________________________  

 
4. Complete the verbs with the correct preposition. 

 

Verb + preposition Verb + preposition Verb + preposition 

ask        _______ get    _______ try     _______ 

break    _______ go     _______ turn   _______ 

call        _______ fill     _______ come _______ 

put        _______ hold  _______ cut     _______ 

speak    _______ look  _______ draw  _______ 
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5. Complete the verbs with the correct adverb. 
 

Verb + adverb Verb + adverb Verb + adverb 

ask        _______ get    _______ try     _______ 

break    _______ go     _______ turn   _______ 

call        _______ fill     _______ come _______ 

put        _______ hold  _______ cut     _______ 

speak    _______ look  _______ draw  _______ 

 
6. Complete the sentences with the correct phrasal verb into the correct form. 

 
a) Teacher the director was here _________________ you this morning. 
b) Someone had ______________ through the window and nobody realized about it. 
c) Teacher Gabriela was sick yesterday, so a substitute ______________ for her.  
d) My classmates were so absorbed in their lesson, they didn’t even notice me 

________________. 
e) I remember that we were listening to the teacher and suddenly a man started making 

a noise and _____________ the teacher. 
f) While I was sending a text message at the bus stop, my friends were 

___________________ the CANARIOS bus. 
g) There is a traffic jam on Ejercito Avenue, we have to _____________ the teacher for 

15 minutes. 
h) Did you decide which car are you going to buy? No, we are ___________ carefully 

______________ all the options. 
i) We have just had a new multimedia projector ___________________.  
j) Let’s go to the Mall Aventura and _________________ the dress that I saw last week. 

 

READING COMPREHENSION 
 

1. Read the following conversation and answer the questions bellow.  
 

CHANGES AT UNIVERSITY 
 
Flor:  I am terribly surprised, Marjorie. I came to classes yesterday I needed to get   some 

photocopies and I looked everywhere to get some but there was nowhere and I was 
told that since this year there is no paper at university. 

Marjorie:       Have you noticed that there are not places to have something to eat or drink either? I 
miss the lady who sold those very delicious snacks, they were very delicious she used 
to make them. I was wondering where we are going to get something fast to eat 
during our short time break. 

Flor:  Yes, Marjorie this year there are a lot of changes at San Agustin University I think we 
just have to get used to it.  

Marjorie: Fortunately, there are still places to have something to eat and drink the problem is 
that they are a bit far from here I don’t know if there are enough for all of us. 

Flor:  For me the worst problem is not to have a place to photocopy or print our homework 
or searching professors ask us to do. 

Marjorie: I heard that professors and students have to use the platform of the university and 
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we have to use our mobiles so much. 
Flor:  So, we have to get used to it happily because this way we are also helping to safe our 

earth planet. 

1. Why is Flor surprised? 

________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________. 

2. What does Marjorie miss? 

________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________. 

3. According to the conversation. What changes are there at San Agustín University? 

________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________. 

4. What’s the problem with some places inside University? 

________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________. 

5. According to Flor. What’s the problem for her? 

________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________. 

6. What do we have to use instead places to photocopy? 

________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________. 

 

WRITING 
 

1. Circle the words that best describe your actions. 
 

a) I usually spend my money   carefully  foolishly 
b) I do my homework   willingly unwillingly 
c) I usually walk   slowly  quickly 
d) I write my language   well  poorly 
e) I learn languages   easily  with difficulty 
 
2. Now, write a text giving more information about why you chose those adverbs. 
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LESSON 5 

PAST CONTINUOUS 
 
VOCABULARY NATURE 
Listen and repeat. 

COST MOUNTAIN JUNGLE 
NATURAL 
DISASTER 

sea hill soil earthquake 

bay landscape timber flood 

cliff peak vines hurricane 

beach plateau logging storm 

cave valley fungi blizzard  

headland canyon  plants drought  

 

 

GRAMMAR (1) WAS/WERE, THERE WAS/WERE 
 
Was and were are the simple past tense of the verb TO BE. Look at the 
examples.  
There was/were are the simple past tense of there is/are.  
 

Affirmative When I was a child, I visited  Pucallpa. The jungle was 
really amazing. 
They were in Máncora last summer. The beach  was 
terrific.  
Many years ago there were trams in Arequipa city.  
In 2002 there was a strike in Arequipa against Toledo’s 
government.  

Negative He wasn’t in  Colca Canyon last night.  
You weren’t in Arequipa in 2002. There was an 
earthquake. 
There wasn’t any meat into the fridge. 
Last century there weren’t so many people around the 
world.  

Questions  Were you in Ocoña Valley last spring? 
 Yes, I was. 
 No, I wasn’t.  

Where were you born? 
 I was born in Huancayo. 

Where was she last semester? 
 She was at San Marcos University.  

How many people were there in your party? 
 I don’t remember but I think there were around 

forty people. 
 

 

 

Students will 

review the past of 

verb TO BE and 

describe places 

using there was 

and there were. 

 

Students will 

express action 

happening in a 

moment in the 

past. 

 

Students are going 

to learn some 

vocabulary about 

nature. 
 

 
OBJECTIVES 
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 PRACTICE (1).Your turn. Create sentences using WAS/WERE and THERE WAS/WERE. 
 

Affirmative sentences 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Negative sentences 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 
PRACTICE (2). Write questions for the following answers. Use WAS/WERE and THERE 
WAS/WERE. 
 
1. _________________________________________________________________? 

I was at home last night. 
2. _________________________________________________________________? 

Yes, there were. I think there were 5 people into the director’s office.  
3. _________________________________________________________________? 

Peter Handke was born on December 6th. 
4. _________________________________________________________________? 

No, there wasn’t a hurricane in Pucallpa. 
5. _________________________________________________________________? 

When I was a kid, there were a lot of trees in my town. 
6. _________________________________________________________________? 

No, there wasn’t much crime when my parents were children. 
7. _________________________________________________________________? 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, there were a few people in the  
Peruvian cost. 

8. _________________________________________________________________? 
I couldn’t go to your party because I was sick.  I was in bed all day. 

9. _________________________________________________________________? 
Yes, at home there was the most amazing Christmas tree.  

10. _________________________________________________________________? 
Yes, there were many. In fact, I read that there were many earthquakes in Peru 
last years. 
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GRAMMAR (2) PAST CONTINUOUS. 
 
To form this tense, it’s necessary to use the verb TO BE in past tense WAS or WERE and add 
the other verb ING ending. The spelling rules are the same of the verb in continuous time.  
 

Affirmative  I was dancing when the light went off. 
 You were having lunch at the same place where I was.  
 She was studying the Archeological rest in Ica. 

Negative  I wasn’t watching TV when you called me. 
 You weren’t looking for a job. 
 She wasn’t reading a history book.  

Question  Were you listening to some music? 
Yes, I was. 
No, I wasn’t. 

 What were you doing at 7.30 in the evening? 
I was working out. 

 
Rules.   
 
Past continuous is used when there are actions simultaneously happened at the same time. 
WHILE is used as a connector.  

WHILE 

EXAMPLES 
 We were dancing in the club while they were having a 

conversation. 
 I was searching for some information about animals while my 

classmate was reading a botanic book.  
 The hurricane was destroying the island while the water was 

flooding the city.  
 What were you doing while she was cutting her hair? 

I was chatting with my family while she was cutting her hair. 
 

 While I was climbing the hill, she was taking some pictures. 
 While she was gluing the pictures, we weren’t cutting the papers  
 While her dog was eating its food, my pet was playing with its toy. 

 
 What was your professor doing while you were leaving the 

university? 
I don’t know. I think she was teaching her class. 
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PRACTICE (3).Your turn. Create sentences in PAST CONTINUOUS. 
 

Affirmative and negative sentences 

+ 

- 

+ 

- 

+ 

 

PRACTICE (4).Now. Create sentences in PAST CONTINUOUS using WHILE. 
 

Affirmative and negative sentences 

+ 

- 

+ 

- 

+ 

 
 

PRACTICE (5). Write questions for the following answers. Use PAST CONTINUOUS. 
 
1. _________________________________________________________________? 

I was reading some books for my English exam.  
2. _________________________________________________________________? 

She was ironing her clothes while her sister was wiping the dishes.  
3. _________________________________________________________________? 

While my dad was watching the Pan-American games, my mom was phoning. 
4. _________________________________________________________________? 

My professor was explaining the Past Continuous.  
5. _________________________________________________________________? 

While the builder was digging a well, the engineer was drawing a plan.  
6. _________________________________________________________________? 

While they were getting on the bus, I was getting off the taxi. 
7. _________________________________________________________________? 

They were climbing that hill while I was resting for a while. 
8. _________________________________________________________________? 

Yes, our country was developing its infrastructure. 
9. _________________________________________________________________? 

I was going down the cliff while they were taking pictures.  
10. _________________________________________________________________? 

No, I wasn’t. I was working out last night.  
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ACTIVITIES 

 
VOCABULARY 
 

 

1. Look at the pictures and write the correct names of the nature. 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 
 
 
 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 

_______________________ 

 
 

 
 
 

_______________________ 
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GRAMMAR 

 
Make sentences by matching the beginnings 1 – 4 to the endings a-d  
 

1. When Slink was driving to work the other day,    _________ 
2. Alan was checking some exams      _________ 
3. When I was closing the door,      _________ 
4. Carlota was still packing her bookcase    _________ 
5. When I was cleaning up my flat the other day,    _________ 

 
a) When her taxi to University turned up 
b) I suddenly realized I’d left my keys 
c) When his cat knocked coffee all over them and ruined 
d) He accidentally knocked a cyclist off his bike. 
e) I found my students’ list under my sofa 

 
READING COMPREHENSION 
 
Read the following text and answer the questions bellow. 
 

The Mountain Ecosystem 

 
A habitat is where a plant or animal lives and grows. A habitat is part of an ecosystem where lots of 
different plants and animals live. Mountains, with their many levels are an ecosystem containing 
many different habitats. 
 
At the base of a mountain, you will probably find a forest filled with lots of plants and trees. A grizzly 
bear or a garter snake might cross your path. You might catch a glimpse of an owl in a tree. 
 
Climb higher, toward the middle of the mountain side and leave the forest behind for grasslands and 
maybe a stream. Here, you might encounter a mountain lion stalking its prey or a salamander 
slipping underneath of a leaf to hide. Goat’s might be leaping from rock to rock. 
 
Climb even higher, toward the top, and you'll notice a change in the temperature. It's getting colder 
and snow is covering the mountaintops. There aren't many plants near the mountaintop, but you 
might see fuzzy lichen covering rocks like carpeting. The air is thin at the top of the mountain, which 
makes it difficult for large animals to breathe. When people climb very large mountains, they often 
take special air tanks filled with oxygen. Even though you won't see many big animals, millions of tiny 
insects like snow fleas might dot the landscape. 
 
Depending on the elevation, you could see deserts, river valleys, meadows, forests and snow caps all 
on one mountain. And with each unique habitat, comes unique plant and animal life. 

 
Source: Mohamed Malik.  Reading Comprehension. 
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1. What’s habitat? 

______________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________. 

2. What things can you find at the base of a mountain? 
______________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________. 

3. Which animals are mentioned at the reading? 
______________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________. 

4. What happens at the top of the mountain? 
______________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________. 

5. What happens when people climb large mountains? 
______________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________. 

 

WRITING 
 

1. Do you have a Facebook or WhatsApp profile photo? When did you take it? Where 
was it? What were you doing? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2. Do you upload photos onto Facebook or other Internet sites? What was the last photo 

you uploaded? What was happening at the time? 
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LESSON 6 

SIMPLE PAST TENSE 
 
VOCABULARY ANIMALS 
Listen and repeat. 

Mammals Reptiles Birds Insects 

bat crocodile crow bee 

dolphin lizard eagle ant 

grizzly bear tortoise goose beetle 

mule blindworm ostrich grasshopper 

squirrel snake peacock maggot 

wolf alligator sparrow moth  

 

 

GRAMMAR (1) SIMPLE PAST TENSE 
 

 REGULAR VERBS IRREGULAR VERBS 

Affirmative  I visited Puno last winter. 
 You traveled to 

Cajamarca with your 
family last year. 

 He watched a frightening 
film.  

 I saved a lot of money.  

 I bought some pills 
because I was ill. 

 She came from Piura 
city last weekend and 
brought me some 
souvenirs.  

 She felt terrible when 
she saw there was so 
much crime in my city. 

Negative  I didn’t call you last 
night. 

 The economy didn’t 
improve last year 
because the companies 
didn’t invest.  

 The tourist didn’t climb 
Misti volcano because 
the climate was terrible.  

 They didn’t feed the 
sparrow.  

 The donkey didn’t run 
faster than the horse. 

 The crow didn’t fly 
because it broke a win.  

Question  Did you turn off the 
radio? 
Yes, I did. 
No, I didn’t. 

 How much money did 
you earn the last month? 
I earned almost a 
thousand soles.  

 Did your neighbor have 
a lizard as a pet? 
Yes, he did. 
No, he didn’t. 

 When did you meet 
your husband? 
I met him when I went 
to Huaraz. 

 

 
 

 

 

Students will 

combine the 

Simple Past Tense 

with the Past 

Continuous. 

 

Students are 

going to learn 

some vocabulary 

about animals.  
 

 
OBJECTIVES 
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PRACTICE (1). Complete the following chart in SIMPLE PAST. (Regular verbs) 
 

IINFINITE PAST INFINITIVE PAST 

answer  design  

bake  disagree  

belong  enjoy  

borrow  fix  

call  help  

close  hunt  

crash  join  

chase  open  

dance  paint  

push  return   

 
PRACTICE (2). Complete the following chart in SIMPLE PAST. (Irregular verbs) 
 

IINFINITE PAST INFINITIVE PAST 

be  grow  

become  keep  

blow  leave  

build  go  

come  make  

draw  pay  

drink  run  

feed  see  

fly  shake  

get  swim   

 
PRACTICE (3). Write questions for the following answers. Use SIMPLE PAST. 
 
1. _________________________________________________________________? 

No, I didn’t. I forgot to turn on the TV.  
2. _________________________________________________________________? 

I talked to my professor last week.  
3. _________________________________________________________________? 

I broke up my fiancée because she was very jealous.  
4. _________________________________________________________________? 

Yes, he did. He took care of me.   
5. _________________________________________________________________? 

They tried on their clothes last night.  
6. _________________________________________________________________? 

Chabuca Granda passed away when she was sixty three years old.  
7. _________________________________________________________________? 

No, it didn’t. The plane didn’t take off. 
8. _________________________________________________________________? 

Yes, it did. The airplane landed on time. 
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9. _________________________________________________________________? 
I fed the squirrel.  

10. _________________________________________________________________? 
I got up early because I had to catch the bus before 7.00 a.m.  

 
 

GRAMMAR (2) SIMPLE PAST TENSE and PAST CONTINUOUS 
 

WHEN 
Past continuous is used with an event happening at the same time 
and the Simple Past suddenly stops the action in process. WHEN is 
used as a connector.  

Affirmative 
 I was drinking a glass of milk when my friend called me. 
 They were watching a film when I turned off the lights. 

Negative 
 You weren’t brushing your teeth when I knocked the door. 
 The condor wasn´t flying when a fox appeared. 

Question 
 What were you doing when your girlfriend called you? 

When she called me I was sleeping. 
 

PRACTICE (4). Write sentences in SIMPLE PAST and PAST CONITNUOUS using WHEN as a 
connector.  
 

Affirmative and negative sentences 

+ 

- 

+ 

- 

+ 

 

PRACTICE (5). Answer the following questions. 
 
1. What were you doing when your dad called you? 

_______________________________________________________________________. 
2. Was your friend writing in his notebook when your mobile rang? 

_______________________________________________________________________. 
3. What was your professor doing when you started smoking? 

_______________________________________________________________________. 
4. Were you making a presentation when someone knocked the door? 

_______________________________________________________________________. 
5. Where were you going when the car crashed? 

______________________________________________________________________________. 
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PRACTICE (6). Write questions for the following answers. 
 
1. _________________________________________________________________? 

She was speaking to my professor when her phone rang.  
2. _________________________________________________________________? 

No, I wasn’t cheating when the professor came out.  
3. _________________________________________________________________? 

I was taking some pictures in the zoo when suddenly the eagle flight.  
4. _________________________________________________________________? 

Raquel came in when our professor was writing on the board 
5. _________________________________________________________________? 

We were playing soccer when the major visited us.  
 

 
PAIR WORK. Answer the following questions. Then ask a partner too, and fill in the chart. 
 

QUESTION ANSWER 

1. When were you 
born? 

Me: 

Partner:  

2. Where was your 
professor born? 

Me: 

Partner:  

3. What did you do 
yesterday morning? 

Me: 

Partner:  

4. Why did you choose 
this professional 
career? 

Me: 

Partner:  

5. Who was the 
president of Peru 
starting the new 
millennium? 

Me: 

Partner:  

6. What did you do 
when you were a 
child? 

Me: 

Partner:  

7. Where did you travel 
last time?  

Me: 

Partner:  

8. When did you finish 
school? 

Me: 

Partner:  

9. What was the last 
book you read?  

Me: 

Partner:  

10. What were you doing 
while the professor 
was teaching English? 

Me: 

Partner:  
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ACTIVITIES 

 
VOCABULARY 
 

 

1. Look at the pictures and write the correct names of the different animals. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 

 
 

 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 

 
 

 
 

_______________________ 

 
 
 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 
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GRAMMAR 
 

Complete this story by putting the verbs in brackets into the past simple or past 
continuous. 

Going home by bus 
 
A few days ago, I (a) ___________ (go) home by COTUM S.A. bus after university when suddenly a 
guy (b) ___________ (get) on and (c) ___________ (sit) down next to me. He (d) ___________ (start) 
talking to me, so I (e) ___________ (try) to read my book instead. Eventually, he (f) ___________ 
(get) bored and (g) ___________ (give up). About five minutes later, he (h) ___________ (change) 
seats and (i) ___________ (start) talking to someone else!  I (j) ___________ (be) really relieved. 

 

READING COMPREHENSION 

Read the following conversation and answer the questions bellow.  
 

HOLIDAY TRIP 
 

Karina: Hi, Harold!! You look relaxed and fresh. Where have you been? 
Harold: Yeah!! Karina. You are right. I was in Iquitos during my holiday. 
Karina: Iquitos??? I am green with envy!! Jajaja I am just pulling your leg, Harold.  
Harold: I know Karina, I know it. Well, my eternal dream had been always to visit 

Iquitos. Fortunately I found a cheap trip at my best friend’s travel agency. 
Karina: Tell me, Harold. Did you go alone or with anybody else? 
Harold: I went with Lucio. Do you remember him? Well, he was the best person to 

travel with because  he knew a lot about the jungle life, animals, traditions, 
customs.  

Karina: What did you eat and drink? 
Harold: We drank masato and we ate suri and snake meat, this meat is the best ever. 

But you know, while we were going on a boat trip along Amazonas River Lucio 
decided to swim, the tour guide told him that he could do it and Lucio jumped 
and when he was swimming freely around the boat we suddenly saw a huge 
crocodile coming towards us very fast and we told Lucio to swim faster and 
when he finally reached the boat we helped him pulling into the boat when 
we felt a hit, it was the crocodile. The boat driver turned the key up 
immediately and we went as fast as we could.  

Karina: It must have been so scaring. I have always been afraid of those animals and 
snakes as well. 

Harold: On the other hand, we were lucky because we saw a baby anaconda, it was 
huge and long. The jungle has a lof of misteries that is why it is so fascinating. 
And you Karina, what did you do your last holidays? 

Karina: I didn’t have time to travel I stayed working at university with some other 
professors but next year I will travel round the world but the only problem is 
that I am afraid of travelling by plane. 

Harold: Karina!! You have to relax as well. Don’t be afraid of flying and next year we 
are going to travel together. I promise. 

Karina: Together!!!  
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1. Where did Harold travel? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________. 

2. Who did he go with? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________. 

3. What did he eat? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________. 

4. What did Lucio do along the Amazon River? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________. 

5. What did they see while they were on the boat? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________. 

6. What did Karina do last holidays? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________. 

 

WRITING 
 

1. Now you are going to write about these events. Do not forget to begin your story 
by saying where you were and what you were doing. Use connectors (when, while) 

 
a) An accident you have ever had. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
b)  The funniest story you have ever had. 
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2. Complete the chart. Use SIMPLE PAST TENSE. Follow the example.  

 

Oswaldo 
Reynoso 

Birth He was born on April 10th in  1931, Arequipa. 

Profession He was a writer. 

Contribution He wrote Los Inocentes. 

Death He passed away on May 24th in 2016, Lima. 

Inca Garcilazo 
de la Vega 

Birth  

Profession  

Contribution  

Death  

Amalia Weiss 

Birth  

Profession  

Contribution  

Death  

Blass Valera 
Pérez 

Birth  

Profession  

Contribution  

Death  

Isabel Granda 
Larco 

Birth  

Profession  

Contribution  

Death  

Rafael Larco 
Hoyle 

Birth  

Profession  

Contribution  

Death  

San Agustín de 
Hipona 

Birth  

Profession  

Contribution  

Death  

Raúl Porras 
Barrenechea 

Birth  

Profession  

Contribution  

Death  

Pedro Ruíz 
Gallo 

Birth  

Profession  

Contribution  

Death  

María 
Rostworowski 

Birth  

Profession  

Contribution  

Death  
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LESSON 7 

PRESENT PERFECT TENSE 
 
VOCABULARY UNIVERSITY 
Listen and repeat. 

bachelor’s 
degree 

bursary department syllabus 

master’s degree college faculty research 

commencement professor fresher quiz 

qualification  grant lecture homecoming 

assignment  campus course scholarship 

 

 

PAIR WORK. Practice the following conversation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Students will be 

able to use the 

Present Perfect 

Tense in the 

affirmative, 

negative and 

question form.  

 

Students are going 

to learn some 

vocabulary about 

university. 
 

 
OBJECTIVES 

Milagros:  Hello! What’s going on, Daniel? 
Daniel:  Hello! I’m really happy because I’ve been accepted into San 

Agustin University.  
Milagros:  Congratulations! How was it?  
Daniel:  Let me tell you.  As you know we have to study a PhD, so I 

wasn’t sure which program was the best for me.  
Milagros:  Me too, I remember it was hard for me to choose the 

program. 
Daniel:   But I’ve decided to study in Education faculty.  
Milagros:  Excellent choice! In fact, you are going to have class twice a 

month. 
Daniel:   Wow! Are you sure? Because that’s great! 
Milagros:  Yes, but you are going to work in lectures, quizzes, write 

essays and researching.  
Daniel:  It’s not a big problem. By the way what course are you taking 

now? 
Milagros:   Research Methodology course. And I haven’t finished my 

homework yet. 
Daniel:  Gee! What homework you have to do! Perhaps I can help 

you.  
Milagros:  It’s about the research project. I’ve already had the first part. 
Daniel:   What’s the topic about? 
Milagros:  New methodologies in language learning.  
Daniel: Since last semester I’ve worked something about it. We 

should work together. 
Milagros:  Great! But we have to celebrate first. 
Daniel:  Why? 
Milagros:  You are joking, aren’t you? 
Daniel:   Hahaha… sorry, It’s my sense of humor.  

Milagros:  If you say so… hahaha. Let’s go on.  
Daniel:   Perfect! 
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GRAMMAR (1) PRESENT PERFECT TENSE 
 
AFFIRMATIVE 
 

SUBJECT HAVE PAST PARTICIPLE COMPLEMENT 

I Have travelled once. 

YOU Have been in Lima twice. 

HE Has turned off the lights. 

WE have asked for permission.  

THEY have passed away by an accident. 

 

NEGATIVE 
 

SUBJECT HAVE+NOT PAST PARTICIPLE COMPLEMENT 

I haven’t travelled once. 

YOU haven’t been in Lima twice. 

HE,SHE,IT hasn’t gone to the college. 

WE haven’t gotten a scholarship. 

THEY haven’t passed  the assignment. 

 
 

QUESTION 
 

HAVE SUBJECT PAST PARTICIPLE COMPLEMENT SHORT ANSWER 

HAVE I travelled once? 
Yes, you have. 

No, you haven’t. 

HAVE YOU been in Lima twice? 
Yes, I have. 

No, I haven’t. 

HAS SHE gone to the college? 
Yes, she has. 

No, she hasn’t. 

HAVE WE gotten a scholarship? 
Yes, we have. 

No, we haven’t. 

HAVE THEY passed the assignment? 
Yes, they have. 

No, they haven’t. 
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RULES 
 

1. It is used to describe an action that starts in the past but continuous in the present. 
 She has lived in Arequipa since 2010. 
 I have studied English since I was a teenager.  

 
2. It is used to describe an action that continuous during a period of time but it isn’t 

finished. 
 You have been in Colca Canyon this week. 
 That man has cut down a lot of trees this year. 

 
3. It doesn’t answer the question WHEN.  

 She’s learned many languages. 
 Have you watched the Secret of the Incas film? 

 
PRACTICE (1). Change the following verb into PAST PARTICIPLE. (Regular verbs) 
 

IINFINITE PAST PARTICIPLE INFINITIVE PAST PARTICIPLE 

Answer  design  

Bake  disagree  

belong  enjoy  

borrow  fix  

Call  help  

Close  hunt  

Crash  join  

Chase  open  

Dance  paint  

Push  return   

 
PRACTICE (2). Change the following verb into PAST PARTICIPLE. (Irregular verbs) 
 

IINFINITE PAST PARTICIPLE INFINITIVE PAST PARTICIPLE 

be  grow  

become  keep  

blow  leave  

build  go  

come  make  

draw  pay  

drink  run  

feed  see  

fly  shake  

get  swim   
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GRAMMAR (2) PRESENT PERFECT TENSE for, since, just, already, ever, never, 
yet. 
 

FOR 

Period of time: 
One year, two weeks, 
three months, five 
hours.  

 
Examples. 
 I’ve studied for five years. 
 Humanity has cut down the trees for years. 
 She hasn’t wait for me for four hours. 

 

SINCE 

Point in the time: 
This afternoon, last 
week, yesterday, 2019, 
3:15 a.m., Monday.  

 
Examples. 
 I’ve called Maria since this afternoon. 
 Since last week he’s stayed in Ilo. 
 You haven’t travelled to the UK since Monday. 

Don’t be such a liar. 
 

JUST 
Completed actions in a 
very recent past. 

 
Examples.  
 I have just written your questions in my notebook. 
 Have you just come in? 

 

ALREADY 
Completed actions in a 
longer past. 

 
Examples. 
 She’s already read the speech this week. 
 Have you already talked to the Professor? 
 I’ve already gone to Piura. 
 He’s already been to Piura.  

 

EVER 
Unidentified time 
before now. 

 
Examples. 
 This the first time that I’ve ever got on that bus. 
 Has your mother ever been to Machu Picchu? 
 Nobody has ever written a letter for me. 

 

NEVER 
Actions didn’t happen 
or never did. 

 
Examples. 
 I have never spoken to the Minister. 
 They’ve never got a brand.  

 

YET 
It’s used  for negative 
sentences and 
questions form. 

 
Examples. 
 I haven’t drunk masato yet. 
 Have you tried on that blouse yet? 
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ACTIVITIES 

 
VOCABULARY VERBS 
 
1. Switch the following verbs in PAST PARTICIPLE, find them in the crossword and write a 

sentence for each one.  Follow the example. 

 

break Read be understand 

choose Keep sleep write 

do Shake draw interview 

 
Z S A X W R I T T E N D X P X 

K D D C N S C F O Q F B D L I 

E X Q G I F R B K E S R A K N 

P C B R O K E H J P V O Q J T 

T V C A L G A Z M L J K E M E 

D N B Z H C D Q B S H E R N R 

F U I S J N H T M H Y N T T V 

G I O P E M A O G A T Y Y P I 

B D L N M B Q T S K E H U E E 

C H O A E P L R F E F B J L W 

E D R A W N K Y D N N V N S E 

Y W D J O B E E N F J B A K D 

I U N D E R S T O O D C N M L 

 
VERB Example.  

BREAK I’ve just broken my leg.  

 
Choose  

Do  

Read   

Keep  

Shake  

Be   

Sleep  

Draw  

understand  

Write  

interview  
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GRAMMAR 
 
1. There are mistakes in each sentence. Underline the MISTAKES and correct them. 

 
a) Yamil has grow over the yers. 

______________________________________________________ 
b) Teacher Samael has life in Arequipa all her life. 

______________________________________________________ 
c) Charlotte and Jenny has known each other since they was at school. 

______________________________________________________ 
d) Since they become famous, Slink and Gabriela has change their lifestyles. 

______________________________________________________ 
e) Harold and Karina have returnet to the language Center to finished their English 

course. 
______________________________________________________ 

 
2. Fill in the blanks to form the present perfect. Make a contraction, if possible. 

 
a) I ______________ learned a lot about Literature. 
b) it _____________ been easy for me to learn about statistic. 
c) Mary __________ used the internet all day. 
d) Slink and Gabriela _____________ travelled to Cuba many times. 
e) David _____________ known Lucio since they were students at San Agustin 

University. 
 
3. Change the statement to a question. 

 
1 Dany and Lucio haven’t finished their degrees. (Why) 
 _______________________________________________________________? 
2 Gabriela and Slink have been in love for many years. (Why) 
 _______________________________________________________________? 
3 The civil engineering students have used the computer lab several times this 

semester. (How many times) 
 _______________________________________________________________? 
4 Mobile phones have become part of our daily lives. (How) 
 _______________________________________________________________? 
5 The memory and speed of mobile phones have increased. (Why) 
 _______________________________________________________________? 
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4. Complete the conversation with the correct form of the verb in brackets 
 
Charlotte:  Hi Alan! What is it going on?  
Alan: Hello Charlotte I have ________________ (just / lost) my student’s list and I 

am worried about it. 
Charlotte:  Have you ________________ (already /look) for it in your bookcase? 
Alan:  No, I haven’t. Let me see. It isn’t here. 
Charlotte:  Have you ________________ (already / call) your delegate? 
Alan:  No, but I have ________________ (just / see) her and she didn’t tell me 

anything. 
Charlotte:   Are you sure that you have ________________ (bring) it? 
Alan:   Let me think. I am not sure, thanks Charlotte I am going to check at home. 

 

WRITING 

1. Write three sentences in PRESENT PERFECT using the following words. Use 
university vocabulary.  

 

FOR 

 

 

 

SINCE 

 

 

 

JUST 

 

 

 

ALREADY 

 

 

 

EVER 

 

 

 

YET 

 

 

 

NEVER 
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2. Write a paragraph telling us about something you have always done and explain 
why. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

3. Write a paragraph telling about a thing you have never done (or been) but would 
like to, don’ forget to give your reasons. 
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LESSON 8 

PAST TENSES 
 

VOCABULARY TYPES OF DOCUMENTS 
Listen and repeat. 

application  draft ID card 

Resume file leaflet 

Mailing submission essays 

Notice transcription  article  

 

 

PAIR WORK. Practice the following conversation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Students will be 

able to use Simple 

Past Tense and 

Present Perfect 

Tense. 

 

Students will be 

able to write a text 

using some 

contrasting 

connectors. 

 

Students are going 

to learn some 

vocabulary about 

types of 

documents.  
 

 
OBJECTIVES 

Anastasia:  Hello Lore! You look tired. 

Lore:  Yes, I didn’t sleep last night. 

Anastasia: Why? What did you do? Did you go out? 

Lore:  No, let me tell you. Last week I saw a leaflet of   the 

Language Center of San Agustin University and I want to 

study English there. 

Anastasia: What are the requirements? Do you have to present an 

essay or an article in English? 

Lore: No, you have to present an application and your ID card 

but the problem is that the quotes are limited and the 

availability is ready from 00:00 of each 24. 

  That’s why I was awake last night. 

Anastasia: Really? So did you get a quote? 

Lore: No, I didn’t. A friend told me that this morning some 

students went to the Language Center to open a new 

group of English basic 1. 

Anastasia: ok, let’s go to the Language Center then, I want to study 

English too. 
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GRAMMAR (1) SIMPLE PAST TENSE VS PRESENT PERFECT 
 

 SIMPLE PAST TENSE PRESENT PERFECT 

RULE 1 

It is used when something happened 
once in the past. 
 
Examples. 
Affirmative sentences 
 I worked in 2015. 
 They arrived in Arequipa a year ago. 
Negative sentences 
 She didn’t find out about the 

capitalism.  
 You didn’t ask for my score yesterday. 
Questions  
 Did you read my paper last week? 

Yes, I did.  
No, I didn’t. 

 Did the government increase the 
economy last year? 
Yes, It did.  
No, it didn’t. I’m worried about it.  

It is used to describe an action that starts 
in the past but  continuous in the present. 
Examples. 
Affirmative sentences 
 I’ve worked since 2015.  
 They’ve lived in Arequipa for a year. 

Negative sentences 
 She hasn’t found out about the 

communism.  
 You haven’t asked  me for my score yet. 

Questions 
 Have you ever read my paper? 

Yes, I have. 
No, I haven’t. 

 Has the government increased the 
economy this year? 
Yes, it has. 
No, it hasn’t increased it yet.  
  

    RULE2 

It is used when something happened 
many times in the past. 
Examples. 
 When I was a student I worked out on 

weekends. 
 She didn’t travel a lot when she was a 

teenager.  
 

It is used to describe an action that 
continuous during a period of time but it 
doesn’t finish. 
Examples.  
 I have worked out this summer.  
 She hasn’t travelled a lot this year.  
 

    RULE 3 

It is used with the following time 
expressions: yesterday, dates, years, last, 
ago.  
Examples. 
 I got up at 6:00 a.m. yesterday 

morning. 
 Peruvian Independence was on July 

28th. 
 We didn’t climb that mountain in 2018. 

It was in 2017. 
 You broke in the professor last week. It 

wasn’t polite. 
 I went to Ica two years ago.  
          
 

 It is used frequently with this adverbs: since, 
for, just, already, ever, never, yet. 
Examples. 
 I’ve been awaken since 5:00. 
 Vizcarra has been the president of Peru for 

two years. 
 She’s just climbed that mountain. 
 My professor has already explained this 

lesson.  
 Have you ever been in Pachacamac? 

No, I’ve never been there. 
No, I haven’t been there yet.  
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PRACTICE (1). Look at this pair of sentences: 
 

I won s/. 1000 in the TINKA lottery last week. 
I’ve already spent it. 

 
Make similar pair of sentences with these ideas. 
 

1. Start reading La Ciudad de los Perros last week / almost finish it. 
______________________________________________________ 

2. Buy some chicharron this morning / eat them all already. 
______________________________________________________ 

3. Get my new mobile phone yesterday / just lost  
______________________________________________________ 

4. Study English at school / forget most of it already. 
______________________________________________________ 

5. Take my exams in June / just hear that I’ve failed. 
 ______________________________________________________ 
 
 
PRACTICE (2). Look at the questions in this dialogue. 
 
A:  How long have you lived here? 
B:  Since 1999. 
A:  When did you move here? 
B:   A few years ago. 
 
Make questions in a similar way. 
 
1. Know your boyfriend? / meet him? 

____________________________________________________________? 
____________________________________________________________? 

2. Be married? / get married? 
____________________________________________________________? 
____________________________________________________________? 
 

3. Work for Cerro Verde Company? / leave Tintaya? 
____________________________________________________________? 
____________________________________________________________? 
 

4. Have this job? / get it? 
____________________________________________________________? 
____________________________________________________________? 
 

5. Have a mobile phone? / get it? 
____________________________________________________________? 
____________________________________________________________? 
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WRITING TIME CONTRASTING CONNECTORS  

 
Look at punctuation.  
 
CONNECTOR EXAMPLES  

HOWEVER 

 
 However, Spanish conquers didn’t find Machu Picchu. 
 However, the new parliament needs to cooperate with the government. 

 
 In 2016, the political party Frente Popular got 73 parliamentarian; however, 

they didn’t do a very good job. 
 

 I need to publish an article; however, I don’t have much time to do it.  
 

 It is, however, one of the best answers that I’ve ever heard in my entire life. 
 Lima, however, has always been known as the City of the Kinds for centuries.  

 

DESPITE 
IN SPITE OF 

 
 I have to travel to Iquitos in spite of the bad weather.  
 She arrived on time despite the traffic jump.  

 
 They arrive late despite getting up early. 
 People didn’t accept his speech in spite of having good arguments.  
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ACTIVITIES 

 

VOCABULARY VERBS 
 
Switch the following verbs in PAST TENSE, find them in the crossword and write a sentence 

for each one.  Follow the example. 

 

break Forbid Sink understand 

choose Keep Sleep write 

do Shake Stick interview 

 
A F D F O R B A D E M Z U P W 

D D C U A X C V B N N X N O D 

E C F H Y O P K L H B C D I S 

W V B R O K E E R T Y V E U S 

E B H D Y S L E P T G B R Y H 

I N G F S Y E R X A F N S T O 

V M E G A T Q X C D C M T R O 

R D R C N S S T U C  K J O E K 

E T I J K A S G K T L H O W P 

T Y A D W R G K P D S G D Q I 

N U X S F G J E K L P I M O U 

I O S F G H K A X W R O T E R 

I N T E R V I W E D D O N E W 

 
VERB Example.  

BREAK I broke a leg while I was running.  

 
Choose  

Do  

Forbid  

Keep  

Shake  

Sink  

Sleep  

Stick  

understand  

Write  

Interview  
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GRAMMAR 
 
Complete the conversation with the correct form of the verbs from the box. 

 

be / learn / come / be / hear / get 

 
Two students meet by chance in the chemical lab. 
 
Student 1: Have you _________________ at San Agustin University for long?  
Student 2: No, I haven’t. 
Student 1: How long have you _________________here? 
Student 2: I have been here for about 4 months. 
Student 1: Where do you _________________from? 
Student 2:  Mordovia. 
Student 1:  Mordovia? I have never _________________of it. Where is it? 
Student 2: It is a small city in Russia. 
Student 1: Why did you come to Arequipa? 
Student 2: I _________________a student exchange to study and learn more about 

Peruvian culture. 
Student 1:  You speak English very well. Is English the language of Mordovia? 
Student 2:  No, Russian is the official language. Also Moksha. I Moksha when I 

_________________was a small child. 
 Student 1: Thanks for the information, I have class now. I have to go bye. 
Student 2: OK, see you then. 
 
 

READING COMPREHENSION 

Read the following text and answer the questions bellow. 

Have you ever wondered how Machu Picchu was built? This is how. Incas (the people who 
lived on Machu Picchu) were great builders and great engineers the talents made it essayer 
to build Machu Picchu. Machu Picchu was built so well that after 500 years you could not 
even slide a blade between the stones isn't that cool?!That is why Machu Picchu still stands 
today. Chips left from carving stones where put far under the ground so when it rains the 
chips help drain the water away from Machu Picchu what a great idea the Incas had! That's 
also why Machu Picchu still stands today! There is a temple the unfinished temple that has a 
ramp which leads to where the Incas worked.  

The Incas mostly used ramps to move large boulders. As well the Incas built temples, palaces 
and bridges, they dug canals and irrigation ditches. Incas built canals to carry water from a 
spring on Machu Picchu. Also the staircases and terraces were so strong that if an earth 
quack hit Machu Picchu they would still stand straight and strong that is why people can still 
explore and travel on Machu Picchu. I hope you liked the info about how Machu Picchu was 
built.  
 

Source:https://www.lincnet.org/cms/lib05/MA01001239/Centricity/domain/133/researchprojects/TheStoryofMachuPicchu.
pdf 

 

https://www.lincnet.org/cms/lib05/MA01001239/Centricity/domain/133/researchprojects/TheStoryofMachuPicchu.pdf
https://www.lincnet.org/cms/lib05/MA01001239/Centricity/domain/133/researchprojects/TheStoryofMachuPicchu.pdf
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1. How did the Incas build Machu Picchu? 

______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________. 

2. Why does Machu Picchu stand today? 

______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________. 

3. What did the Incas use to move the rocks? 

______________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________. 

4. What did the Incas build in Machu Picchu? 

______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________. 

5. What would happen if there is an earthquake in Machu Picchu? 

______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________. 

6. Have you ever wondered how Machu Picchu was built?  

______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________. 

 

WRITING 
1. Write about an interesting member of your family. What has he or she done that 

you think is interesting? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2. Write a composition about one of the following. Use however, despite, in spite of.  

 How your life has changed (choose one): 
 a) Since you lived in Arequipa 
 b) Since you started University 
 c) Since you finished school 
 d) Since you had a girlfriend / boyfriend 
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LESSON 9 

FUTURE TENSES 
 

VOCABULARY BEACH, CAMPING 
Listen and repeat. 

BEACH CAMPING 

Sandcastle lifeguard campfire compass 

Surfboard flip-flops match hammock 

Swimsuit sunscreen firewood flashlight 

beach 
umbrella 

beach chair sleeping bag penknife 

life vest life buoy backpack hike 

  

 

PAIR WORK. Practice the following conversation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Students will be 

able to contrast   

Simple Future (will 

and won’t), 

Present 

Continuous and 

be going to. 

 

Students will be 

able to write a text 

using some adding 

connectors. 

 

Students are going 

to learn some 

vocabulary about 

beach and 

camping. 
 

 
OBJECTIVES 

Raquel:  Hi, Daniel! 

Daniel:  Hey Raquel, good to see you! What’s it going on! 

Raquel:  I’m so excited because I’m going to travel to Máncora. 

Daniel: Awesome! Last month, I went to Mejia beach and It was 

really beautiful but I forgot to buy some sunscreen, so I 

burned my face and arms...hahaha. I’d like to go to Mancora 

as well. Maybe I’ll be there some day. 

Raquel:  I’m sure you will. 

Daniel: Don’t’ forget to carry some sunscreen and life vest just in 

case. 

Raquel:  Hahaha… I’ll buy some sunscreen, a swimsuit and  

  some towels, too. 

Daniel:  When are you going to travel? 

Raquel:  I haven’t decided yet. Perhaps I’ll travel this weekend. 

Daniel:  Have you bought the tickets? 

Raquel: Yes, I did. But I’m a little bit worried because some friends 

told me that some flights has been cancelled for this 

weekend. You know! During these months the weather is 

not good in Arequipa and the forecast is not clear. 

Daniel:  Maybe it’ll rain the following days. 

Raquel:  Meanwhile, I have to wait then.  
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GRAMMAR (1) WILL, WON’T 
 
AFFIRMATIVE 
 

SUBJECT WILL VERB COMPLEMENT 

I will travel to Lima. 

YOU will be here. 

IT will rain someday. 

WE will get a scholarship. 

THEY will stay  at the beach. 

 
 

NEGATIVE 
 

SUBJECT WIL+NOT= WON’T PAST PARTICIPLE COMPLEMENT 

I won’t travel to Tacna. 

YOU won’t be in Lima twice. 

SHE won’t go to the college. 

WE won’t get a scholarship. 

THEY won’t stay at the beach. 

 
QUESTION 
 

WILL SUBJECT VERB COMPLEMENT SHORT ANSWER 

WILL I travel to Lima? 
Yes, you will. 

No, you won’t. 

WILL YOU be in Lima? 
Yes, I will. 

No, I won’t. 

WILL SHE go to the college? 
Yes, she will. 

No, she won’t. 

WILL WE get a scholarship? 
Yes, we will. 

No, we won’t. 

WILL THEY stay at the beach? 
Yes, they will. 

No, they won’t. 
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GRAMMAR (2) PRESENT CONTINUOUS, BE GOING TO, WILL 
 

 PRESENT CONTINUOUS BE GOING TO WILL 

RULE 1 

It is used arrangements near 
future actions. 
 
Examples.  
 He’s travelling to Cotahuasi 

Canyon tomorrow night.  
 The principal is visiting 

SUNEDU next week.  
 

It is used for future plans. 
 
 
Examples.  
 Maria’s going to camp 

next weekend. 
 They’re going to finish 

the college in 2022. 
 

It is used for promises, 
offers, decisions at the 
moment of the speaking and 
predictions.  
Examples.  
 I’ll always love you.  
 Volcano Misti will erupt 

someday. 
 I’ll be the Principal.  

 

 

PRACTICE (1). Fill in the gaps with the verbs in brackets using present continuous. 

 
1. What time ___________ you ______________ to the dentist on Monday? (go) 
2. Most shops in Arequipa ___________________ next Friday because of the strike. 

(close) 
3. Our fly ________________ in Lima at 14:00. (land) 
4. I’m sorry we can’t meet next weekend, we _______________ to Camana. (go) 
5. Patient:  Is it ok if I come back next week?  

 Dentist:  Why? 
Patient:  Because tomorrow my sister ___________________ (get 

married). 
 
PRACTICE (2). Order the words to make sentences.  
 

1. wear / is / going / to / a / for / the / dress / ceremony / Gabriela. 
___________________________________________________________ 

2. see / we / are / going / Joker / to / Cinemark / go / to / to / The. 
___________________________________________________________ 

3. going / tell / Carmen / is / to / about / the / Milagros / party. 
___________________________________________________________ 

4. The / lunch / are / going / to / have / teachers / a. 
___________________________________________________________ 

5. Avenue / is / going / to / Ejercito / The / collapse. 
___________________________________________________________ 

 
PRACTICE (3). Correct the mistakes. 
 

1. If I arrive late, I will to call you. 
___________________________________________________________. 

2. Maybe the teacher will is in the class. 
___________________________________________________________. 

3. I am sure the teacher Charlotte will understands my problem.  
___________________________________________________________. 
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4. I hope my husband will cooked dinner tonight. 
___________________________________________________________. 

5. My classmate won’t to speak to me because he is very angry! 
 ___________________________________________________________. 

 
WRITING TIME ADDING CONNECTORS  

 
Look at punctuation.  
 

CONNECTOR EXAMPLES  

IN ADDITION 

 
 I’m travelling to the beach. In addition, I’m going to visit my family there.  
 We need to increase our economy. In addition, the government has to 

focus on our education.  
 

MOREOVER 
FURTHERMORE 

 
 Our country has transportation problems. Moreover, they produce much 

smog. That’s not good for our health.  
 Teachers are not very good paid. Furthermore, they have to work more 

than forty hour per week.  
 

ALSO 
 I also wish the best for you. 
 The major also talked to the president about the illegal mining.  

   
  

TOO, AS WELL 
 Pick up the garbage, too. 
 It really bugs me when people litter, as well.  
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ACTIVITIES 

 
VOCABULARY 
 

 

1. Look at the pictures and write the correct names of the different things. 

 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 

_______________________ 

 
 

_______________________ 
 

_______________________ 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 

 
 

_______________________ 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 
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GRAMMAR 
 

1. Complete the sentences with the correct verb from the box. 
 

lie / stay / go / get / stay 

 
a) We are going to ___________ on the beach. 
b) I suppose we will probably___________ to my mother in law’s house. 
c) Where are you going to ___________? 
d) How are you going to___________ there? 
e) How long are you going to ___________ in Tacna? 

 
2. Complete the conversation with the correct sentence from exercise A. 

 
Danni: Are you going away this summer? 
Lucio: Yes, we are going to Tacna. 
Danni: Oh, really? (a) _____________________________________. 
Lucio: We’re not sure exactly. We are going to decide when we get there.  

(b) _____________________________________I think so. 
Danni: In my opinion that sounds great because you are not going to spend some 

money and also is safer. What are you going to do? 
Lucio: (c) _____________________________________, read some books and have 

some time to ourselves. 
Danni: (d) _____________________________________. 
Lucio: We are going to stay there two weeks. What about you? Are you doing 

anything special? 
Danni: Yes, we are going to go to Puerto Inka. 
Lucio: (e) _____________________________________. 
Danni: We are going to rent a car to go there. 
Lucio: That sounds great! 
Danni: See you then Lucio. 
Lucio: Bye. 

 

READING COMPREHENSION 

 
Travel writer Tom Bradley loses sleep on the ultimate trip an II-day, 29, OOO-mile journey 
round the world. In getting on the plane at Heathrow Airport, when I realize that I don't 
want to make this journey. I already feel tired just thinking about it. But if I don't go now, I'll 
waste over £1,000 on my round-the-world ticket - so I get on the plane. 5,500 miles and 
eight time zone slater, I get off the plane in L.A. It is late afternoon, but my body clock is 
telling me that it is 5 a.m. When I get to the hotel, all I'll want to eat is toast and jam, not 
dinner. But if I don't eat now, I'll feel hungry in the middle of the L.A. night. 
 
Next morning I wake up, and try to eat breakfast. Then I go on a quick tour of Hollywood, 
before I catch my next plane. Another 5,500 miles later, and another four time zones later, I 
get off the plane in Fiji. I am exhausted, but this is paradise. When I have a proper holiday 
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next year, I'll come back here. I go to the hotel and lie under a palm tree. But all too soon, 
I'm back at the airport. 
 
Another 1,341 miles and an international dateline later, we arrived in Auckland, New 
Zealand. Next I’m in Australia, flying from Sydney to Fremantle. Unfortunately, I don’t have a 
clear memory of New Zealand or Australia, except forsheep, a seaplane, whales, and a 
waterside restaurant. I am just too tired. 
 
I wake up 1,603 miles from Fremantle, and I'm in Bali in the Pacific Ocean. J have never felt 
so awake before! Bali is beautiful, and I really enjoy my day here. If I ever get married, I'll 
come back here on my honeymoon. 1,040 miles later, I'm in Singapore. How did I get here? 
Then I'm flying home, still wishing I was back in Bali. As soon as I get home, I know I'll start 
feeling bored. 

Source: Mohamed Malik.  Reading Comprehension. 

 
 

1. Did he want to take a trip around the world? Why? 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________. 

2. The first day of his journey, will he want to have dinner? 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________. 

3. Where did his plane land the second day of his journey? 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________. 

4. Where will he go to his honeymoon? 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________. 

5. Did he remember the waterside in Australia? 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________. 
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WRITING 
 
Carmen is a student from Chile who is going to study English in the Language Center of San 
Agustin University. You are going to organize her stay in Arequipa. Write an email to her 
giving details about where she is going to live, where the Language Center is, where she is 
going to have lunch, what is her schedule in the Language Center, what free activities she 
is going to do, what places she is going to meet at weekends, etc. 150 words. 

 

 

 

 

5 
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LESSON 10 

MODAL VERBS 
 

VOCABULARY TRANSPORTATION 
Listen and repeat. 

Bus van plane rush hour 

Lorry tanker helicopter crowded 

Tram motorbike ship traffic jam 

 underground cycle boat journey 

Train scooter ferry gate  

  

 

PAIR WORK. Practice the following conversation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Students will be 

able to use the 

modal verbs. 

 

Students are going 

to learn some 

vocabulary about 

transportation.  

 
 

 
OBJECTIVES 

Luis: Good morning Alexa. Have you checked the Facebook of 

San Agustin University? 

Alexa: No, could you tell me what is this about? 

Luis: Some teachers are part of the scientific expedition in 

the Antarctic. 

Alexa: Oh, really? Do you know how to get there? 

Luis:  Well, first I think you may take a bus from Arequipa to 

Chile and then take a plane from Chile to Antarctic. 

Alexa: Do you know when they are coming back? 

Luis:  They probably might be here the first week of March, 

but I am not sure. 

Alexa:  On the other hand, where are you going? 

Luis: I am going to the Language Center, but I don’t know if I 

have to take a taxi or go on foot. 

Alexa:  I think that you shouldn’t take a taxi because there’s 

traffic jam in downtown. Definitely you must go on foot. 

Luis: I have to go now, my class starts in 15 minutes and I 

must be on time because the final exam is today. 

Alexa: ok, good luck. 
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GRAMMAR (1) WOULD, COULD, MAY, MIGHT.  
 
WOULD/WOULDN’T 
 

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE QUESTIONS 

I          would be             I’d be 
you    would travel      you’d travel 
She    would stay          she’d stay 
We    would work        we’d work 
They would get up      they’d get up 

I wouldn’t be 
You wouldn’t travel 
She wouldn’t stay 
We wouldn’t work 

They wouldn’t get up 

Would you travel to Lima with 
me? 
Yes, I would. 
No, I wouldn’t.  

 
USES 

1. It is used in a polite situation. 
 

 Would you like some coffee? 
Yes, I would/No, I wouldn’t. 

 She wouldn’t like to stay for a long time.  
 We’d like to learn more about illnesses.  
 They wouldn’t wait for you anymore.  

 
2. It is used in a hypothetical situation.  

 
 I think transportation in Peru would be better if the government got more resources. 
 It would be terrible if an earthwake destroyed Arequipa.  
 She thinks it wouldn’t be a good idea to take a lorry. 
 Would you take an airplane if the storm stopped? 

Yes, I would. / No, I wouldn’t.  

 
COULD/COULDN’T 
 

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE QUESTIONS 

I           could   be 
you     could   travel 
She     could   stay 
We      could   work 
They   could   get up 

I couldn’t be 
You couldn’t travel 
She couldn’t stay 
We couldn’t work 

They couldn’t get up 

Could you travel to Lima with 
me? 
Yes, I could. 
No, I couldn’t.  

 
USES 
 

1. It is used to request something or ask for permission. 
 

 Could you lend me some money, please? 
Yes, I could. / No, I couldn’t. 

 Could your professor teach us this lesson? 
 

2. It is used to express ability in the past. 
 

 Our tour guide could speak more than three languages. He was amazing. 
 The dog couldn’t bark when it was a puppy. 
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3. It is used for suggestion. 

 
 We could take a bus if there’s not a tram.  
 I couldn’t go there because it’s dark.  

 
MAY 
 

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE QUESTIONS 

I           may   be 
you     may   travel 
She     may   stay 
We      may   work 
They   may   get up 

I may not be 
You may not travel 
She may not stay 
We may not work 

They may not get up 

May you travel to Lima with me? 
Yes, I may. 
No, I may not.  

 
USES 
 

1. It is used to express wish and give permission in a polite way. 
 

 A war between The US and Iran may bring us troubles.  
 If you like I may sell my book. 

 
2. It is used to ask for permission in a polite way. 

 
 May I borrow your ruler please? 
 May I go to the loo please? 

 
MIGHT 
 

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE QUESTIONS 

I           might  be 
you     might travel 
She     might stay 
We      might work 
They   might get up 

I might not be 
You might not travel 
She might not stay 
We might not work 

They might not get up 

Might you travel to Lima with 
me? 
Yes, I might. 
No, I might not.  

 
 
It is used to express possibilities. 

 
 It might be sunny later. 
 I might climb the Chachani volcano. 
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GRAMMAR (2) SHOULD, MUST, HAVE TO 
 
SHOULD/SHOULDN’T 
 

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE QUESTIONS 

I          should be              
you    should travel       
She    should stay           
We    should work         
They should get up       

I shouldn’t be 
You shouldn’t travel 
She shouldn’t stay 
We shouldn’t work 

They shouldn’t get up 

Should  we call her? 
Yes, we should. 
No, we shouldn’t.  

 
It is used to give an advice. 
 

 If you want to pass the English exam, you should study. 
 She shouldn’t go there. It’s dangerous. 

 Should I practice my pronunciation? 
 
MUST/MUSTN’T 
 

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE QUESTIONS 

I          must be              
you    must travel       
She    must stay           
We    must work         
They must get up       

I mustn’t be 
You mustn’t travel 
She mustn’t stay 
We mustn’t work 

They mustn’t get up 

Must you do your homework? 
Yes, I must. 
No, I mustn’t.  

 
It is used to express order or an obligation.  
 

 If you want to pass this exam, you must study consciously.  
 I don’t know him. He must introduce himself. 
 The government mustn’t support the corruption. 

 Must our university offer more professional career? 
 
HAVE TO 
 

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE QUESTIONS 

I          have to be              
you    have to travel       
She    has to stay           
We    have to work         
They  have to get up       

I don’t have to be 
You don’t have to travel 
She doesn’t have to stay 
We don’t have to work 

They don’t have to get up 

Do you have to do your 
homework? 
Yes, I do. 
No, I don’t.  

 
It is used to express order or an obligation. It’s the same of MUST.  
 

 I have to learn more English grammar. 
 She doesn’t have to spend a lot of money. She must save. 

 Does the politician have to earn few money? 
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ACTIVITIES 

 
VOCABULARY 
 

 

1. Look at the pictures and write the correct names of the different 

transportation. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 

 
 

_______________________ 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 

_______________________ 
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GRAMMAR 
 
1. Complete the conversation with the correct modal have to, do not have to, must, 

mustn’t, should or shouldn’t. 
 
Gabriela:  My apartment is always too cold in winter. I have to move. 
Erika:   You _____________ move, don’t forget that you live near San Agustin 

University and it is an advantage living near your job. I believe that you 
_____________think about it. 

Gabriela:  I did already, but every year I get some flu. 
Erika:   In my opinion you should buy a heating and _____________make a decision 

now. 
Gabriela:  You are right. And what about you? Are you happy with your new apartment? 

You told me that you _____________get home before 10:00 pm! 
Erika:   Yes, and I _____________make any noise after 10:00 pm and the worst of all I 

have to turn off the lights from 11:00  
Gabriela:  oh my God, you should move!  
 
2. Complete the conversation with the correct modal have to, do not have to, must, 

mustn’t, should or shouldn’t in some cases you will need a verb from the box. 
 

use / talk / come / bring / ask 

 
Student:  Do I have to sit in a specific seat for the test? 
Teacher Charlotte:  No, you ______________________You can choose any seat you want. 
Student:   is it OK if I talk to another student during a test. 
Teacher Charlotte:  No absolutely not.  You ______________________to another student 

during a test. 
Student:  Is it OK if I use my book?  
Teacher Charlotte:  Sorry. You ______________________ your book. 
Student:  What if I don’t understand something on the test? Can I ask another 

student? 
Teacher Charlotte:  You ______________________ me if you have a question dear 

student. 
Student:   What happens if I am late for the test? Will you let me in? 
Teacher Charlotte:  Of course I’ll let you in. but you ______________________late. You’ll 

need a lot of time for the test. 
Student:   Do I have to bring my own paper for the final test? 
Teacher Charlotte: If you want to, you can. But you ______________________paper. I’ll 

give you paper if you need it. 
Student:   Must I use a pen? 
Teacher Charlotte:  Of course my lovely student. 
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READING COMPREHENSION 

 

Read the following quote and write T (true) or F (false). 

 

Chambers (1999) in her book titled From Subjects to Citizens said:  

Before the arrival of the Spaniards, southwestern Peru was less densely 
populated than other regions, but agriculturalists of various ethnic groups 
lived and farmed along the river valleys. In the late 1530s, Spanish 
conquerors Diego de Almagro and Francisco Pizarro passed through the 
Chile River valley, the latter sent his followers back to establish a town at 
the mouth of the Majes River from which they could gain control of the 
region. The villa of Camaná, however, was hot and infested with 
mosquitos, and the Indian subjects brought down from the highlands 
began to die. The settlers petitioned to move their town, and on August 15, 
1540, Pizarro’s lieutenant Garcí Manuel de Carbajal officially founded 
Arequipa. During the decade of civil wars that followed, the Arequipeños 
remained loyal to the crown, one of the actions that later earned them 
their first title. (pp. 21-22) 

 

1. Agricultures of several ethnic groups lived beside the farmers.    (____) 

2. In 1530, Diego de Almagro and Francisco Pizarro were the conquerors.  (____) 

3. The indian subjects brought down because of Arequipa was infested  

with mosquitos.         (____) 

4. Arequipa was founded on August 15th, in 1540 by Diego de Almagro.  (____) 

5. The Arequipeños could remain loyal to the crown.     (____) 

 

WRITING 
 
Write three personal necessities that you have to change and explain why (30 words). 
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LESSON 11 

CONDITIONAL 
 
VOCABULARY HEALTH, ILLNESS 
Listen and repeat. 

MEDICINE ILLNESS 

Blood ban aid disease mumps 

Pill plaster chickenpox injury 

 prescription vaccine heart attack smallpox 

bandage x-ray flu chills 

surgery antiseptic  bruise dizziness 

  

 

PAIR WORK. Practice the following conversation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Students will be 

able to use the 

zero and first 

conditional. 

 

Students are 

going to learn 

some vocabulary 

about health 

and illness.  

 
 

 
OBJECTIVES 

 

Pedro:  Why are you blue, German? 
German:  Well, my dad is going to have a surgery. So, I’m worried 

about his health. 
Pedro:  I see. If the doctor is good, you don’t have to be 

worried.  
German:  Yes, I know. However, he’s not young and I’m afraid that 

surgery has some complications. If the surgery goes 
well, my dad will recover soon.  

Pedro:  How old is your dad? 
German: He’s seventy years old. 
Pedro: Actually, last time I saw your dad, he looked much 

younger than seventy. He will be OK. Don’t worry. 
German: Could you make me a favor? 
Pedro: Of course!  
German: I have to stay with my dad during the surgery is there is 

an emergency and it’ll be impossible to attend class. So, 
could you give my homework to the English professor? 

Pedro: There’s no way to do that. Hahaha… sorry I’m just 
joking. I’ll do it. 

German: Thank you very much my dude. 
Pedro: Whatever happens during the surgery let me know. By 

the way. Where’s your dad? 
German: He’s at Seguro Social hospital. 
Pedro:  OK. 
German: I have to go now. See you soon. 
Pedro: God bless your dad and you as well.   
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GRAMMAR (1) ZERO CONDITIONAL 
 
This conditional uses SIMPLE PRESENT+SIMPLE PRESENT.  
It is used to talk about real situations. 
It is also used to give instructions. 

 
IF+SIMPLE PRESENT+SIMPLE PRESENT 

If it’s cold, I wear a sweater.  
If it’s sunny, she gets burn.  

 If I get sick, my wife always takes care of me.  
If you go out, call your mom first.  

SIMPLE PRESENT+IF+SIMPLE PRESENT 

I get up early if you call me. 
The boss doesn’t invest if his son cries. 
We don’t plant if the bird doesn’t sing. 

Talk to me if you apologize with my brother.  

 
PRACTICE (1). Complete with the verbs in brackets.  Use the Zero conditional. 
 

1. If it _______________, Arequipa _____________________ wet. (get / rain). 
2. My father ______________ angry if I __________________ my mom at home.  (get / 

not help). 
3. My teacher Alan ______________ happy when we _____________ for the exam. 

(study / get). 
4. When you _____________  a lot of cachina, you ___________ drunk easily. (drink / 

get). 
5. I can’t ________________ my teacher when he _____________ so quickly. (speak / 

understand). 

 
PRACTICE (2). Complete the sentences with verbs in brackets. Zero Conditional. 

 
David, what do you do if your mother stays at home for a month? 
 

1. If my mother _________________ at home for a month, I have to help her with 
housework. (stay) 

2. If my mother ________________ at home, I do the housework every day. (be)  
3. If she _______________ at home, I don’t go out with my friends. (not be)  
4. If she ________________ at home all the month, I have to study for my exam. (be) 
5. If my mother ___________________ in the evening, we go to the cinema and have 

some coffee. (not work) 
 
And what do you do if your mother travels for a month?  
 

1. I   _________________ to help her with housework if she travels for a month. (not 
have) 

2. I just _____________________ longer hours if there is nothing to do. ( sleep ) 
3. I _____________________ video games with my friends if they have time. ( play)  
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4. I  __________________out with my friends and do some shopping if I get my credit 
card. ( go) 
 

Most popular common situations 

1. If you don’t pay the electricity bill, you ______________ without electricity. (be) 
2. If Julio ______________ from the tenth floor, he _______________ immediately. 

(jump/die) 
3. Alicia ______________ to the party if you ______________ with her. ( go / go ) 
4. If the policemen ______________ the burglar, they ____________ him o jail. ( catch / 

take ) 
5. If you ____________ hard, you ______________ your goals. ( study / get ) 

 
GRAMMAR (2) FIRST CONDITIONAL  
 
First conditional uses IF + SIMPLE PRESENT and WILL.  

 
IF+SIMPLE PRESENT+WILL 

If I get sick, I won’t go to the University. 
If you get down the stairs quickly, you’ll fall.  

 If the bugs bit him, he’ll need a vaccine.  
If we don’t study, we won’t pass the exam.  

WILL+IF+SIMPLE PRESENT 

Peru will increase its economy if we have more public invest.  
Our planet won’t get recover its potential if we don’t stop the pollution.  

The flu will spread if the scientists don’t discover the cure.  
We’ll travel around the world if we win the lottery.  

 
 
PRACTICE (3). Correct the mistake. 
 

1. I won’t go to university unless it stop raining. 
___________________________________________________________ 

2. If teacher Charlotte invites us we will to go to the conference. 
___________________________________________________________ 

3. If I will pass by El Avelino supermarket, I will buy the lettuce. 
___________________________________________________________ 

4. My teacher will gets on time if he takes a taxi. 
___________________________________________________________ 

5. If my classmate doesn’t get early, she won’t finds a place in the class.  

___________________________________________________________ 
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ACTIVITIES 

 
VOCABULARY 
 
 

1. Look at the pictures and write the correct names. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 
 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 

_______________________ 

 

 
 
 

_______________________ 
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GRAMMAR 
 

A. Choose the correct response for each of the sentences. 
 

1. If you _________ greasy food, you will become fat. 
a)  eat                        b)   will eat 

2. If your sister goes to Paris, she _________ a good time. 
            a)  has                        b)  will have 
3. If he _________ that, he will be sorry. 
            a)  will do                    b)  does  
4. If I leave now, I ________ in New York by 8:00 PM. 
           a)  will arrive       b)  arrive 
5. You ________ on your test if you don't study. 
           a)  won’t do well  b) don’t do well 
6. They won't know the truth if you ________ them. 
           a)  won’t tell   b) don’t tell 
7. If I bake a cake, ________ have some? 
           a)  will you   b) do you 
8. If he ________ you, will you answer the phone? 
          a) will call   b) calls 
9. If you don't go to the party, I ________ very upset. 
          a) am    b) will be  
10. If you get a haircut, you ________ much better. 
          a) will look   b)look 

 

B. Look at these sentences and complete the conversation. 
 

a) If Mauricio doesn’t get over this weekend. 
b) If his delegate doesn’t answer his phone call. 
c) I will take you your lunch friend. 
d) He will spread to his students. 
e) If he doesn’t get over the flu. 

 
Milagros: Do you think Mauricio will go to work on Monday? 
Charlotte: It depends. If Mauricio goes to the doctor, he will probably go to work 
Milagros: And what do you think he will do? 
Charlotte: Well, as I know him I am sure he will take some pills, but (a) 

_____________________________________, he will call his delegate to tell 
him/her that he isn’t going to work. 

Milagros: But, (b) _____________________________________, Mauricio’s students will 
go to class on Monday 

Charlotte: Yes Milagros, but if Mauricio goes to class, (c) 
_____________________________________ 

Milagros: You are right, (d) _____________________________________, I will probably 
replace him. 

Charlotte: If you replace him, (e) _____________________________________. 
Milagros: Look! Mauricio is coming.  
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READING COMPREHENSION 
 

A. Look at the sentences and complete the text  
 

1. A lot of the technology already exists  
2. No traffic-jams 
3. You will just need to tell the computer  
4. It moves like a snail 
5. Some new roads will capture solar energy 

 
 

The car of the future? 
 

Here is the car of the future!     This car is the opposite of todays' cars; today's cars 
are noisy and dirty, this one is silent and clean. Today's cars have wheels, this one does not, 
(a)_________________________________ but much faster than a snail! 
This car will use electric energy, not petrol or gasolene; it will have batteries that can be 
recharged instantly from chargers in the road. It will also be very easy to drive. 
In fact, you won't need to drive it; it will drive itself. (b)____________________________: 
"Go to X" and the car will go there. Also, it will reach X very quickly, much faster than today's 
cars. It will also be very safe and comfortable. 
(c)______________________________, but it is very experimental.  Already today scientists 
are developing new materials for the surface of roads: In fifty years from now, perhaps 
sooner (d),___________________________________: they will store this energy under the 
road, and some cars will be able to use it. 
However you probably won't ever drive a "snail car", even if you're under 20 today. This, 
perhaps, is the car of the year 2100, the car that your grandchildren will maybe drive. 
Driving will be nice in the 22nd century! No pollution, (e) ________________________, no 
stress. 
If, of course, we reach the 22nd century....With all today's problems of global warming, 
pollution, and natural resources, nothing is certain any more. Scientists have lots of ideas 
about the car of the future: but the future itself is perhaps less sure..... 
 

Source: https://linguapress.com/intermediate/car-of-the-future.htm 

  
B. Are these sentences true or false? Correct them 

 
1. They will store this energy over the road. 

___________________________________________________________ 
2. It moves like a snail, but less faster than a snail! 

___________________________________________________________ 
3. In fact, you will need to drive it. 

___________________________________________________________ 
4. This car won’t use electric energy, not petrol or gasoline. 

___________________________________________________________ 
5. Drivers have lots of ideas about the car of the future. 

___________________________________________________________ 

https://linguapress.com/intermediate/car-of-the-future.htm
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WRITING 
 

1. Find the following vocabulary in the puzzle. Then, write down a sentence using the 

FIRST CONTIONAL. Follow the example. 

 

Blood vaccine disease mumps 

Pill surgery chickenpox injury 

 prescription chills flu dizziness 

 

C F V O F O N I N J U R Y T N 

H L I D I Z Z I E S S S I R O 

I A Z A L F E N U X J N N E I 

C C R U K P I L L C Q A D T T 

K V D Q S C T I N A D L I N P 

E V G I C E B L O O D A S I I 

N C P A H V C P E R F U E F R 

P N V H I E N Z C W E T A V C 

O M O T L R Y R E G R U S M S 

X Z C O L Y E A T F X N E U E 

W A Y M S D A Y X R L P B R R 

A T I R E D F I L L G U B T P 

X D M U M P S D O N A L D W M 

Example. 
 

Blood If I have an accident, I’ll lose a lot of blood.  

 
 

Vaccine  

Disease   

Mumps   

Pills   

Surgery  

Chickenpox  

Injury   

Prescription   
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Chills   

Flu   

Dizziness   

 
2. If you win a free pass for a year to REVO SPORT, how often will you go to the gym? 

What kind of clothes will you wear? Will you lose weight? Will you start eating 
healthily? Write a paragraph explaining your answer. Use first conditional. 
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                            LESSON 12 

   CONDITIONAL 
 
VOCABULARY SOCIETY 
Listen and repeat. 

belief community poverty census 

citizen ethics neighborhood freedom 

cultural shock gender roles stereotype custom 

 cultured locality values  government 

justice minority politician homeless 

  

 

PAIR WORK. Complete the conversation between these teachers 
using the words from the box. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Students will be 

able to use the 

second 

conditional. 

 

Students are going 

to write a text 

using some 

summarizing 

connectors. 

 

Students are going 

to learn some 

vocabulary about 

society.  

 
 

 
OBJECTIVES 

 

citizen / cultural shock / neighborhood / locality / freedom / 
community 

 
 

Alan:  Good afternoon Mauricio, you are very early! 
Mauricio: Yes, I always arrive early because I live near here. 
Alan:  How does your life would change if you lived in Cerro 

Colorado. 
Mauricio:  Well, first of all I love my ________________ but if I 

lived in Cerro Colorado, I would lose my 
_________________ to listen to cumbia music very 
loudly. 

Alan: Really? I believed that the ________________ from 
Arequipa listen to salsa instead of cumbia. Ok carry on. 

Mauricio: My children would suffer a __________________, if 
they studied in Cerro Colorado and on the other hand 
the _______________ is far away from San Agustin 
University so I wouldn’t arrive on time and the 
___________ wouldn’t give me the freedom to listen to 
my favorite music. 

Alan:  I see, ok see you in the break. It’s time to start working. 
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GRAMMAR (1) SECOND CONDITIONAL  
 
Second conditional uses IF + SIMPLE PAST and WOULD.  

 
IF+SIMPLE PAST+WOULD 

 If I was a child, I would spend more time with my family. 
If I had more money, I’d buy original books. 

If Arequipa was bigger than Lima, It’d become the capital of Peru. 
If they weren’t homeless people, they’d be happy. 

WOULD+IF+SIMPLE PAST 

 I’d travel abroad if I won the lottery. 
The community would be better if the government paid a better salary. 

Citizens in Peru would vote for these politicians if they were honest people.  
We wouldn’t study English if the university didn’t force us.  

 
PRACTICE (1). Write questions for the following answers. Use SECOND CONDITIONAL. 
 
1. _________________________________________________________________? 

If I had money, I would like to travel abroad.  
2. _________________________________________________________________? 

If the President had more power, he’d become a dictator.  
3. _________________________________________________________________? 

If the community voted consciously, we’d have better parliament.  
4. _________________________________________________________________? 

If I was a child, I’d spend more time with my family.   
5. _________________________________________________________________? 

Citizens in Peru would vote for these politicians if they were honest people.  
6. _________________________________________________________________? 

We wouldn’t graduate if we didn’t learn another language.  
7. _________________________________________________________________? 

The community would be better if the government paid a better salary. 
8. _________________________________________________________________? 

Yes, if I studied Literature, I’d read more books.  
 

PRACTICE (2). Answer the following questions. 
 
1. What would you do if you won the lottery? 

_______________________________________________________________________. 
2. Where would you study if you got a scholarship? 

_______________________________________________________________________. 
3. What would you do if you got a bad score in English course? 

_______________________________________________________________________. 
4. What kind of book would you read if you studied Literature? 

_______________________________________________________________________. 
5. What would you do if you were Peru’s president? 

        ______________________________________________________________________________. 
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PRACTICE (3). WORK GROUP. Ask two classmates the questions from PRACTICE 2, and fill in 
the chart. 
 

Question CLASSMATE 1 CLASSMATE 2 

1 

  

  

  

2 

  

  

  

3 

  

  

  

4 

  

  

  

5 

  

  

  

 
 

PRACTICE (4). Match the beginning and the endings of these sentences. 
 

1. If  Jacobo opens the door _____ a. If he wasn’t such a snob boy. 

2. Everyone would quite like Paul,  _____ b. I’d probably win a running race. 

3. If Slink didn’t study so much,   _____ 
c. If nobody threw garbage on the 

street. 

4. If I were as fast as Ximena,    _____ d. You will get a scholarship. 

5. If students want to make a surprise _____ e. I still wouldn’t fall in love with you! 

6. Take a look at Henry _____ f. They would be healthier. 

7. If you were the only person on Earth, _____ 
g. He wouldn’t be the first of the 

class. 

8. Arequipa would be really clean _____ 
h. They probably wait the professor 

leaves. 

9. If children used less media, _____ i. He’ll get an amazing surprise. 

10. If you study English from heart, _____ j. And you’ll never forget his face 
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PRACTICE (5). Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form, first or second conditional. 
 

1. I won’t help you with your speech if you _______________ (not feed) your dog. 

2. Students will need a viza if they _________________ (want) to study abroad. 

3. If you ______________ (care) about other people’s feelings, he wouldn’t behave that 

way. 

4. Kristel _______________ (not be) successful if she doesn’t learn foreign languages. 

5. They wouldn’t study all night if they ______________ (not be) in their finals.. 

 
 

WRITING TIME SUMMARIZING CONNECTORS  

 
Look at punctuation.  
 
 

CONNECTOR EXAMPLES  

IN 
CONCLUSION 

 In conclusion, the government has to invest more in education.  

TO SUM UP 
 To sum up, university research is very important for professor and 

students. 

TO 
SUMMARIZE 

 To summarize, humanity won’t be able to travel beyond the speed of 
light. 

IN BRIEF   In brief, we have to respect different kind of beliefs and cultures.  
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ACTIVITIES 

 
GRAMMAR 
 

1. Complete the conversation with the correct form of the verb from the box. 
 

Learn /  be / live / choose / improve 

 
Miriam: What would you do if you (1) ________________the mayor of this city? 
Milagros: If I were the mayor, I would (2) ________________the transportation in this 

city. The rush hour is terrible especially on Ejercito Avenue. 
Miriam: Where would you (3) ________________? 
Milagros: I would live near UNSA University, because I start work very early and I need 

to be on time. 
Miriam: Do you speak any foreign language? 
Milagros: No, I don’t 
Miriam:  If you could (4)________________ a foreign language, what would you 

choose? And why? 
Milagros: If I could learn a foreign language, I would (5) ________________Chinese 

because I would like to do a master in China. 
Miriam: Thanks. 
 

 
2. Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form, first or second conditional. 

 
a) If it ________________ (continue) raining, there would be flood in the city. 

b) Open the packet and you _________________ (find) out what the surprise is. 

c) If you don’t eat fast foot, you _________________ (be) much healthier. 

d) What would you do if you __________________ (lose) your identity card?  

e) If we dance and walk most of the time, we _________________ (feel) much better. 

f) Where would you go if you ________________ (have) paid holidays? 

g) If Raul didn’t do his homework, he _______________ (get) a bad grade. 

h) If there was an earthquake, what ______________ you ____________ (do)? 

i) I wouldn’t climb Misti volcano if ________________ (not be) in good physical 

conditions. 

j) If I have nothing to do at weekend, I ________________ (sleep) longer hours. 
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VOCABULARY AND WRITING 
 

 
1. Find the following vocabulary in the crossword. Find out the meaning for each word. 

Then, write down the meaning for each one and create a sentence. Follow the 

example. 

 

Belief ethic poverty custom 

Culture locality value freedom 

Justice minority politician government 

 

B W A T G B C Z Y P C U L T F 

N E F G V A L O C A L I T Y R 

A A L  B N J K O P J Y X A E 

I U J I R Q K D V M U O H V E 

C F F P E T H I C V S D Y N D 

I C B K Z F E T U R T O T P O 

T X Q B X R L V S Y I U R Y M 

I Ñ K V U T K I T O C G E H O 

L Q F T Z F H P O M E D V S I 

O I L N A C D E M R S J O K U 

P U U O X N V A L U E A P U T 

C G O V E R N M E N T L V M X 

P W R T O Y M I N O R I T Y R 

 

Example. 
 

Belief The feeling of being certain that something exists or is true. 
Source: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es-LA/dictionary/english/belief 

Example   As human beings, we have different beliefs. 

 
 

Ethic  

 

 

Example  

Poverty   

 

 

Example  

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es-LA/dictionary/english/feeling
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es-LA/dictionary/english/certain
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es-LA/dictionary/english/exist
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es-LA/dictionary/english/true
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es-LA/dictionary/english/belief
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Custom   

 

 

Example  

Culture  

 

 

Example  

Locality  

 

 

Example  

Value  

 

 

Example  

Freedom   

 

 

Example  

Justice  

 

 

Example  

Minority   

 

 

Example  

Politician   

 

 

Example  

Government   

 

 

Example  
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2. What would you do if your best friend told your secret to another person? Would you 
get angry with him/her? Would you forgive him/her? Write two paragraphs explaining 
your answer. Use some summarizing connectors.  
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APPENDIX 
 

REGULAR VERBS 

 
 

INFINITIVE PAST PARTICIPLE 

Act acted Acted 

Admire admired Admired 

Affect affected Affected 

Amaze amazed Amazed 

Answer answered answered 

Arrange arranged arranged 

Ask asked Asked 

bake baked Baked 

believe believed believed 

blame blamed blamed 

bother bothered bothered 

cancel canceled canceled 

cause caused Caused 

clean cleaned cleaned 

climb climbed climbed 

compare compared compared 

complete completed completed 

continue continued continued 

correct corrected corrected 

count counted counted 

create created created 

curse cursed cursed 

change changed changed 

chase chased chased 

damage damaged damaged 

date dated Dated 

deliver delivered delivered 

describe described described 

destroy destroyed destroyed 

Die died Died 

discover discovered discovered 

disturb disturbed disturbed 

dry dried Dried 

end ended ended 

enjoy enjoyed enjoyed 

exercise exercised exercised 

except excepted excepted 

Film filmed filmed 

fish fished fished 
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INFINITIVE PAST PARTICIPLE 

follow followed followed 

fry fried Fried 

guess guessed guessed 

handle handled handled 

hate hated hated 

hope hoped hoped 

hunt hunted hunted 

imagine imagined imagined 

improve improved improved 

increase increased increased 

introduce introduced introduced 

jog jogged jogged 

jump jumped jumped 

join joined joined 

label labeled labeled 

knock knocked knocked 

land landed landed 

last lasted lasted 

list listed listed 

look looked looked 

locate located located 

manage managed managed 

match matched matched 

measure measured measured 

miss missed missed 

move moved moved 

need needed needed 

notice noticed noticed 

offer offered offered 

order ordered ordered 

pack packed packed 

pamper pampered pampered 

park parked parked 

perform performed performed 

pick picked picked 

please pleased pleased 

predict predicted predicted 

prefer preferred preferred 

protect protected protected 

provide provided provided 

push pushed pushed 

rain rained rained 

receive received received 
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INFINITIVE PAST PARTICIPLE 

relax relaxed relaxed 

remember remembered remembered 

repair repaired repaired 

resist resisted resisted 

rest rested rested 

review reviewed reviewed 

save saved saved 

scan scanned scanned 

scare scared scared 

shop shopped shopped 

share shared shared 

skate skated skated 

shout shouted shouted 

slow slowed slowed 

snow snowed snowed 

sneeze sneezed sneezed 

spell spelled spelled 

step stepped stepped 

stress stressed stressed 

suggest suggested suggested 

talk talked talked 

taste tasted tasted 

touch touched touched 

try tried tried 

turn turned turned 

use used used 

wait waited waited 

want wanted wanted 

wash washed washed 

water watered watered 

wish wished wished 

worry worried worried 

welcome welcomed welcomed 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://viancep2012.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/regular-verbs.doc
https://viancep2012.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/regular-verbs.doc
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IRREGULAR VERBS 

 
 

INFINITIVE PAST PARTICIPLE 

awake awoke awoken 

be was/were been 

beat beat beaten 

become became become 

begin began begun 

bet bet Bet 

bite bit bitten 

bleed bled Bled 

blow blew blown 

bring brought brought 

break broke broken 

build built built 

buy bought bought 

catch caught caught 

choose chose chosen 

come came come 

cost cost Cost 

cut cut Cut 

dig dug Dug 

do dud done 

draw drew drawn 

dream dreamt dreamt 

drink drank drunk 

drive drove driven 

eat ate eaten 

fall fell fallen 

feel felt Felt 

feed fed Fed 

fight fought fought 

find found found 

fly flew flown 

forbid forbade forbidden 

forget forgot forgotten 

freeze froze frozen 

give gave given 

get got got 

go went gone 

grow grew grown 

have had had 
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INFINITIVE PAST PARTICIPLE 

hide hid hidden 

hold held held 

hit hit Hit 

hurt hurt hurt 

keep kept kept 

knit knit knit 

know knew known 

lean leant leant 

learn learnt learnt 

leave left Left 

lend lent lent 

let let Let 

light lit Lit 

lose lost lost 

make made made 

meet met met 

pay paid paid 

prove proved proven 

put put put 

read read read 

ride rode ridden 

rise rose risen 

ring rang rung 

run ran run 

say said said 

see saw seen 

sell sold sold 

send sent sent 

shake shook shaken 

shine shone shone 

show showed shown 

shoot shot shot 

sing sang sung 

sink sank sunk 

sleep slept slept 

sit sat sat 

smell smelt smelt 

speak spoke spoken 
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INFINITIVE PAST PARTICIPLE 

spell spelt spelt 

spend spent spent 

spit spit/spat spit/spat 

split split split 

spread spread spread 

stand stood stood 

steal stole stolen 

stick stuck stuck 

strike struck struck 

sting stung stung 

swear swore sworn  

sweep swept swept 

swim swam swum 

take took taken 

teach taught taught 

tell told told 

think thought thought 

throw threw thrown 

understand understood understood 

wake woke woken 

wear wore worn 

wet wet wet 

win won won 

write wrote written 
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